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uac k war"

of that' :year hone rael� was
In that road and aleo m BouU,

Fighting partie!! repaired aer088 the "big ditch" to settle' U,eir diaputee, and bloody faces
were not uncommon
sigM.. There
were no knlve!! nor plstola used then
to settle disputes.
Horse swappers thrived during the
Main
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It

was

then

as

now; Hon. G. S. Johnston

boro.

R.

A

yet it

was

only

slipped
changes

been

wrought,

thut.

Moore,

to round

It atMted down the hID and hiI flH!t STATESBORO

phonograph hit Stateshoro.

It picture

of FalherlTime

a8

he

flew

of those little affaire with down the atreet with Iris white board
rubber tubes running to one's ears. fluttering like a banner in the air beone

It coat a nickle to listen, and the man
who had it did a rousing busine .. r....
to Boston."
lating the "Farmer's
There was always a bIg crowd around'
with the tube. in their ears listening.
In our mind'. eye also we see again
the first safety bicycle which came to
Statesboro about that time. We see
"Uncle .Math" Miller as he attempted
to ride It down the hili on West Main
street.
He said he could do anything
anybody else could do, he believed.
And he did ride the wheel.
He

�rip

•

.

.

•

gO,t

._

hind him.

thing

rose

him in

,a

He kept his seat till the
up in the air and threw

heap, and then jumped

on

The people who make up the
Statesboro of today were mauy of
them unborn then'' exceeding few of
them were men and women.
And of the next quarter of a cen-

tury-what shan
we

we

hope?

say-what

may

��
'

.

tbae'll

t

�I �ave �eenjad o� b\�t�.::r fltr
medIc'!!
�nany ';:rs.roNotheedo�o'1l
advice of my
On
helped
gist. I bought bottle of M��'s d�
"{ t
d,,;rful R.emid� and �t d;::s
III.'
tgiv��
the
•

or

me.

T

AND STATESB'ORO NE�S

a

:::�":e ab:���: th�s:'all
have

,

medielne.1

taken. I .feel I am
recommend It to oth�rs.

��Iftt t
simpl:i. harm�_ :,:i"p�����n f=

good
top of him.
And. that was a quarter of a een- is a
tury ago! Time ha. changed many

things.

WIFE 'DOING
WORK

Bulloeb TIID •• , Eltalallabed Jul:r,
Stat .. bo ... N.wI, Elt'b March, 1900.

1892}

ever

to

)

•

PERSHING REPORTS
MANY CASUALTIES

�b::'i:�:stin:1 rractr!nd

allays the Inflammation which causes practicalJ7
all stomacb, liver and in�s�inal

appendlcltts. 0»menta,. Includ.lng or
refun d •ned
dose WIll convlUce
money
Sold by W. H. Ellis Co., druggists.

"

new comers

tieing law.

one

.

Break your Cold
LaGrippe
with a few dOH. of 666. (1-10
or

COMPLETE REPORT.

�.J..

rt
92
-.- Ge n.
Per
W as himg' to n, Aprtl
shing's first report 011 the German as-

sault upon the American and French
troops in the Toul sector is under-

Lee

.stood to indicate that the Americans
sustained more than 200 casualties,
and to estimate the German losses at

B. Strange were also
and had just began prac
Lee Moore also wore a
member of the Kell
a

between 300 and 400.
It was learned that the report had
been received, but War Department
officials refused to make it public

"looking
was a good

about the

Bake� 'lun�c:stoOd �o
-

& Lester's insul'ance office is on
urrival at Statesboro of that West
Add
to
the
Muin ·street.
been complete It'st of
old-timers, "Uncle Sollic"
without n greeting from "Uncle Gus" Olliff, now retired from business, and
Wate,'s and W. B. Addison at the you have rcviewed most of those who
depot. They ran the drays, and met wcre then among Statesboro's fix
An

In

OUT
as

mind's eye

he sat

we

sec

There were

tures,

complacently

but

only

a

of course,

others,

for

twenty

years

or

bill'

one.

longer.

Call over one by one the people
When you walk upon the streets
made Statesboro of that day, of State.boro today and take note of
are among us those
you meet, you ean know that
now, and re"lize u,at a quarter of a most of them except those named
who

century haa brought changes with it.
There was Hon. D. R, Groover, who
Iitood in the foremost a. a builder
alld promoter; and Cap Blitch, the
Insurance
financier; C. A.

have

So.mer, tjle

brick .tables

now are.

At the

comer

cuJiied by W. N. Harris. Where that
row of brick buildings stand on Sei
bald street, Sollie Olliff grew oats and
had a garden alternately.
S. T.
Chance had

a

little grocery, a one
on the site occupied

story building,
by the Raines two-story building, and
D. R. Groover's law office

was on

the

Ellis & Outland

was

the

name

of

a

firm

doing business in a low, squatty
building where Brooks Shnmons' big
three-story building now bolds up its

proud head. A. W. Baum, now travel
ing from Dublin, ran the World's
Fair Store (it was the year of the
growing in- big world's fair in 1893) in a build

·

,

bus'nlJlll

where bis stables now stand,
and his llvery teams werE> the finest
He kept twenty or
in the aeetioJl.
tbll!tJ horse. In constant service, and
sent tnP,veUng Dien tq:JLll parts of the

�..ior.Duke.�

.;,u.

udle E, D.' o1llmd, W

C1,

•.

whcre Col. R. L. Moore lives was the
edge of habitation in the southern

part of the city.
J.

B. Lee's residence w.s also t.n
suburb, and J. B, Cone'. home

eaatern

North Main street was consider.
far walk.
Where all toat western scction of
Statesboro is, was then under cultiva_
tion. A long lane marked the siiles
of the road west of the big ditch,.now
settled with a solid row of resHlences
PlIrker on each aide of the, .treat. In April

county every day. Waldburg Waters,
who ...... then alleriff, ran down the
evil-doen'and 'blew the big hom in
and. "Uncle HarI'iIoD" Ollur 'w.. CIS YOUI1IJ then as he
of
.. � and held the job as clerk
WHIa .� .•n4 honor.

fl'M

Where Your Money Goes
'·�'TE are now building more
l'l' naval and. merchant 8hi�
than we have constructed in the
last generation"
Weare building

a

vast fleet of

air

plaines, and enormous supp!ies of �r
tillery, motor trucks, machllie, guns,
rifles and ammunition. We are.feeding,
clothing and training an army of a
million men, and preparing for a mil
lion

more.

We have loaned billions of

-.

.�

With the French Army ih Franee,
Sunday, April 21.-When an entire
German
regiment, reinforced by
storm troops, attacked the sector held
by American troops near Seich.prey,
Gen., P�rshing" mo.n fOl'ght the mo.t
serious engagement they 11I,ve yet ex.
perienced. The attack was made by
a ""nsiderable force and indications
show that important prepul'ations

are

n

ed

a

J.

must

possible;
�ece�sa..y�. We

the job with �merican thoroughness, let the
be what' it m�y.

wert

as

soon

the German intention WflS kilown.
extremely hostile bombardment

with

the

poison
course

gas shells

the

of

(Continued

on

page

,�

'BEING

3,)

us

realize what would be-

our

forces in France if the

BLOCKADE

RUNNER.

(Savannah News.)
The

but not

D.

Alice

erstwhile

index and

administration,

catalogue

clerks,

and clerks

qualified in statis-

tics

accounting.

The)Quartermas-

or

Corps of the army is in need of
several thousand examiners alld inter

spectors of everything \that enters inpersoned and camp eq'llipment

to the

the

of

freight

soldier,

Passenger

rate clerks

this branch.

The

are

and

also wanted in

Si&'l1al Corps

of the

army is short of aeronautical mechan-

cal draftsmen.

I

The navy has an unplaces for drafts:
men of various kinds and for a long
list of technical workers.
Practioallimited number of

all branches of the service

ar6

in

liquor

stenographers, typists, bookkeepers, statistical clerks, multigl'aph
operators, and calculating machine
operators.
The

United

States

Civil

Commission, whose duty it
these

�ivilian positions,

urges,

patriotic duty, that qualified
offer

their

services

Service
is to fill

for

as

a

persolls

this

VALIANTLY

DOGGED

EFFORTS

•

OF

launch of Harry Goldberg and until plicants wil1' not be assembled for
Sunday night in the custody of Depu written
but wiil be rat
ty Sheriff Joseph M. Broderick, has ed upon their educatiou, training, and
left ber moorings below Bull street
experience, as shown in their appli
and lost herself. There was nobody
""rrobora

cations, supplemented by

\
.

COUNTY "OVER THE TOP" IN
L IBERTY BOND

With the British

[sides
the

Army

such

cases

have

CA�PAIGN.

90

they have

liable to punishment,
In some ins�nces the men, reluctant to face the
p�nalty, have deserted.
BUY LIBERALLY OF
LIBERTY
"Every soidier wants to receive letBONDS AND WAR SAVING AND
ters from home," said the War De,

into

went

much is

action

for the first time in

battle

about

ill

on

both

lacking,

might

you

couraged. Then again
history. In fill e d ith d e t
.

Villers-Bretonneux

more

you

fed dis-

t

p'(I

Ie

0

��
er�lI1at�n
� I�t\
tanh ylo
one-d
u

ave

an

e

try.)'

o�

taken,"

might be

.

p
the German tanks appeared at th�
be-t 0 mee t east great nee. That is
of the engagement and by
the thing to do, and that is what the
noon the British tanks joined in the
managers for the ""unty are expectfray. The latter did heavy .execution
ing of you,
when they got among the enemy inWhen the list of subscribers was
fan
printed two weeks ago, something
A Brit:sh "ounter,attack drove the
upwards of $140,000 had been subfrom Aquenne wood toward
scribed.
The list herewith published
c;�emy
but
the
Vlliers-Bretonneux,
is practically twice the length of the
"ushed a large number
machme
other, though the amounts later subguns Into the town and their fire was scribed
have not averaged quite so
EO II1tense that the first counter-attack
.Iarge as at first. That is the only
WfiS held up.
reason
the full quota has not been
raised.
Paris, April �5-The Germans have
The p"st twe weeks have not been
captured the vil:'"!!'e of Hangard on
idle by any mellns. Committees have
the front southeast of Amiens, the
been at work in every pal't of the
war office announced

ginning

Germ�nsl

today.

28 WHITE MEN TO
DEPART SATURDAY
COLORED
WILL

QUOTA

FOLLOW

OF
ON

34

MEN

TUESDAY

OF NEXT WEEK.

Bulloch county will send 62
men

fi g h t the Kaiser

to

next week.

will leave

colored

SIlturday

of

the

ground

but

town,

are

immediately

holding the

around it.

and

will follow
of next week.

more

white ",en

and
c?unty,
made to

a

final drive in Bulloeh

arrangements

are

being

make up on that day whatLondon, April 26,-Three attacks .. ver may be lacking-if any i9. A
made by the G .... rmans on British po- cdmpaign will be waged all over the
sitions east of Amiens have been re- county, and those who have not done
all they ·can, will be given an opporpulsed, it is announced bfficially.

Tuesday

•

The list

following, therefore, shows the
seriptions by cl888

S tamp.
lat Grade

3rd-4th Grades
6th Grade

_

_

-T-----

'141.76

326.0.

37.26
26.61>'

860.0'

100.00-

64.10
22.26
157.liO
19.21i
44.00
29.60
23.00
60.76
38.26
3.00

1,460.00
160.00
867.00
960.00
160.01

860.00
200.00
600.00
650.0.

500.00

4660

1,200.00

•

---

Totals

Bonda

$ 13.60 , 800.00

1st-2nd Grades
3rd Grade

A,T;��etSuddath,
:';��a��� ::!':: ����;d, ::�

wit-

rooms:

5th-6th Grade.
7th Grade (Sec. A)
7th Grade (Sec. B)
pre- 8th Grade
9.th Grade
10th Grade
11th G ra d e

----

';701.10

,7,442.00

Pernell McClelland, T.
Je ... Mikell, Dock D.
Bennett, Willie
Edenfield, Ja. L. Deal, Leon Morri.,
man

Villers-Breton:

701.18

•

.,

.

AT �CLOS' E' OUARTERS
A.

APRIL SUPERIOR COURl TO
:��
! ADJOURN THIS ARERNOON :: �:��:,n'H�;�i"a�I����t�:b��
Lord,

��':��:��E'��:f��;��7;h�
Dan

McCormick, Wilton C.
Hodges, Monte Blackburn, Tolhert
GERMAN TRICK SURRENDER IS
GAGING, ATTENTION-MANY Plldgett, John L.
Nevils, Ephriam
DIVORCES GRANTED,
MET EFFECTIVELY BY OUR
E, Trapnell, Jno. D. Lee, Frank O.
BOYS IN TRENCHES.
Bulloch superior court convened Miller, Clayborn B. Forehand, Jr.,
Homer Bird, Jodie M. BroWn, John L
With the American Army in France Monday morning in April term and is
now in session, but will
adjourn this Miller, Claude S""nyers, George P.
Sunda'y, April 21.-Two low-flying
afternoon,
The
first
three days Donaldson, J. Madison Sowell, Rufus
German airplanes were brought down of
the court were consumed in the H. Evans, James C. Lanier, Edgar
Saturday by American gunners dur- trial of civil cases, intersper�ed with Boyd Dickerson, Ira Warren, M.
Hamp Hagin, Jack Newborn, James
ing the German atU;-"k in a�d about a number of divorce cnaes.
J. A. McDougald was elected fore- H. Waters, Rufus A. Moore, Allan
Seicheprey northwest of Toul. The
man and J. E. McC"oall clerk of the
Lee, W. G. Bell, Carswel1 Deal,
machine gunners had been ordered to
Clarence Hulst, Richard McGalliard,
grand jury,
retire but they remained in their poBeginning yesterday, the criminal Lonnie Pate, Hoyt Griffin, Leon Lee
sition and fought effectively against d<lcket was taken
up and will prob- Hagan, Willie W. Bil'd, Wm. Henry
the enemy aviators.
abiy occupy the remainder of the Davis, Rufus Strouse, Ernie M. WiIIiams, Clark R. Willcox, Ivy KickDuring the engagement the Ger- time of the ""urt.
The following oases have been dis- lighter. Leland Mixon, Thud Simmons,
Illans concentrated their artillery fire
�,

on

the American

graph
to pass

and telctelepho,ne
were forced

Couriers

wires,

through

two

or

three barrages

in order to maintain communication.

emy

disrupted

Ambulance

ventured into No
Man's Land during the thick of the
fight and did heroiC"work ia gathering
One German, who had
up wounded.
offered to surrender, attempt�d to ex
plode a bomb on the ground as three
men

CRIMINAL

DOCKET

NOW

EN-

up to this morning:
Lucy Atwo';d and Arthur
Riggs, administrators, vs. B. L. Hendrix and J, M. Brantley, levy and
claim; verdict for plaintiffs.
W. S. Preetorius, executor of G.
W. Williams, vs. Geo. W. Richardson
and others, equity; verdict for defen

Cecil B. Chapman, Lawton Martin,
Fred D. Bensley, Mikc Skinner, R'ufus
H. Terrell, Willie S. Sellers, Loy L.

dant.
M. W. Hendrix and others, vs. R.
P. Hendrix and Jasper J. Hendrix,

"NO-BILL" RETURNED
IN HENDRIX CASE

posed of
Mrs,

equity; non-suited.'
R,

W,

DeLoach

vs.

Mrs.

Elisha

Campbell, equity; verdict for defendant.
E; B. Stubbs vs. Mrs. Gra"e Brant
ley, equity; verdict for plaintiff for

•.

.

publish' them iudividually.

.

immedittely
April 29 on until released from their other buildings have been blown off,
hasty hunt along the water pledge, the eople of this (Hernando) The fire became so hot here
that Sal GLOOMY LETTERS FORBIDDEN
hlgbways and byways was instituted county, would use no part of their vation Army girls who had been serv
BY WAR DEPARTMENT
At a late hour last night she had not queta of flour, but would turn all of
ing coffee and doughnuts to the Amer
,been located.
of it back to the lI'!)vernment to be icans were forced to
Soldie .. and Frequ�DII, Le.d
Worry
leave. The girls
The Alice D was captured by a sent to the American soldiers and our
To D ••• rtion.
protested" saying they were not at
,submarine chaser. She was aground allies in the war.
al1 afraid of the Germans and wanted
Washington,
April 22.-Families of
on the
The state food administrator has to
{lgee"hee flats at the time and
stay in their dugout, but U,e offi
lier crjUV of three, headed by Harry been notified that from
April 29 on, ce.s did not wish "to take the reapon
Goldberg, was captured and brought until flour is again
�Ientiful, this ·slbilltY. �AJ they left the glrla were
',to
S�vann,ah� CtU.rges of !iolatfnl1 county �n require lIollle of that cheered by 80lalers' returnine 'from
�e prohibition law were Instituted in produot.
:.
'the front lin ...
a

ee-

The list of names of tAose
hnyiq
these government aecurities is sc 10 ••
....
that it has been deemed best not to

np;h�!�n!eml��!::� th:yse (;e g0Io��aSI
..

in the work of

p,aS.10
Edgar Cecil Brannen, Elmer Ford
Belride. the &moullts held In Thrift
ham, Samuel p. Andel'llOn, Abe But Stamptl, War Savinp Stampa and Lib
Severe fighting was In progreas aU �nnity help. -put themselves and their enski,. Olin Morton, Edward E. H_ erty Bonda, the IICbool ,b.. contrib
-\
ell, Willie J. Evans, Paul H.' John- uted U21.111·to Red CrOM work
.po.unty on the hon��. rol�.
night, In a�d around
Aa a further toka o(
AI��ady two distriCts In the co(lnty eon, .Harley, Il. Wat:n0c�, Mallnlng·M.
neux and still continues.
Helivy castl!.e Hllrit of
ualtieshave been inflicted 'on' the' en- have pl!,ced themselves "over the' top" lCicklighter,"Wlllie Rucke'r; Daniel' W patriotism whloh peru.d,. tIu! IIOjh�
by subscribing the amounts assessed Davis, Troy Tucker, W:illie M. Gould: and also to prove Its loyalty to
emy there.
�
On the Ballieul sector the battle is against them�the Portal and LOck- Alvin Belcher, John LawHon Cannon� lean Ideala at thl' time,. the girla Of
Jr" Homer F. Proctor, Lee
(Continued 9n page 6,,)
Roy Cook, the graduating c1aaa have unan!mou ..
continuing over a wide ftont,
Leon Perkins, Jas.
===============_
f.' Lanier, Fred Iy voted to set an .example of abnpUe
ity and economy du'ring the' comi ...

.

fied and

enthusiastically led
curing the loans,

Pdaaryedt'o eNI'gOhttiCy�Ssa"xrembeenin, gfrmomailewdhotom-

set aside for

furnish

O�Off.

shorng,

thirty-four 5th Grade
011

Clements.
The

secretary of the board lias

been unable to prepare a list of the
colored men in tim. for this issue.

commencement season.

_,

GRAND

JURY.. DECLINES

CONTINUE

FURTHER

TO

WITH

.

(

night eacb girl will wMr
simple voile or organ die � not
On cl888

a

to exceed five dollara in cost and ill
most

The

caee.

made by the

girl heraelf.

allifunt thUR Mved will be·lllv..t.

ed in Thrift and War

Saving Stamptl.

This movement 'by the .81I10ra JnI
entirely voluntarily and was qulcklr
taken up by the other girls of the
High School, ao that on commence
ment Sunday all will wear Inexpen
sive white ""tton dresses, preferably
those which 'have been used before.
The spirit exhibited in this is one
of which the teachers and patrons of
the school are justly proud, and it Is
hoped to see the fruits of it in an in
.

loyal devotion
right and justice
questioned.
crease

of

whose

to

a

cause

cannot

b.

===============

CALIFORNIA EARTHQUAKE
DID MUCH DAMAGE
SHOCKS LASTED THIRTY HOURS
-PROPERTY DAMAGE HALF A

MILLION DOLLARS,

PROSECUTION.
Americans approache.d him. Another
all.,
prepared
soldier, however, discovered the trick $400"
The grand jury now in session
defln1te information and ap and hurled a
Alex Ciark using obscene language;
grenade'at the German.
prob"bly added a final chapter to the
Eve
day and every night since plication blanks.
One of the German's legs waa blown plea of guilty; $100 or twelve months.
Hendrix-Mincey murder case Tuesdsy
'her sei' rll by the sheriff scme three
off and he died later, a prisoner of the
D. M. Bunce, intoxication; plea uf when it returned a "no bill" against
weeks ago there was a watchman on PATRIOTIC PEOPLE
he
to
men
blow up.
attempted
guilty; $36 or four months.
W. L. and Foster Hendrix, who.slew
the Alice D.
Sunday night Marlon
IN HERNANDO COUNTY
A village'near the front lines which
Rob Pope, murder; verdict of guil Mincey about a month
all'o.
Brickhouse, watchman, was gi"'n per-�
the correspondent visited today tells ty, with recommendatio
to life Im
At a preliminary hearing two weeks
mission to take a night off. When he
Brookeville, Fla., April 22.-At a a mute tale of Saturday's fighting. prisonment.
ago, the trial justices released the
returned
yesterday morning the mass meeting of citizens here today Ther.... are
Joe Johnson, shooting at another; Hendrix brothers from
huge shel1 holes in the
The a resolution was
�he charge of
hlockade runner was gone.
adopted, that from streets and parts of u'e church and not guilty
murder.
noti
sheriff's office was
went

It was stated last week
that w.
should be able this week to make
a
.publi(l showing of the patriotism of
the pupils of the Statesboro
Institute,
and that the showing would be one
of
which Statesboro would have ca_
to be proud,
And we are ready witla
that
It is better even thaa
we had ,suspected it
would be, and
therefore reflects the greater eredi,
upon the pupils of the school and th.
members of the faculty who have ..

during the 4th Grade

Twenty-eight

men

THRIFT STAMPS.

2nd Grade

county; public speeehe. have been board, tliough it is now being
made. and enthusiasm han been kept
at a high pitch.
The French lost Hangard,
recapture d 'Next Thursday, May 2nd,/has been th e num b er WI'11 b e proc\lred.
it, and finally were again forced out
The battle continued with violence
throughout the night in this sector.

men of the signal
work. vital to pushing the war. Good
corps, many of them smoking cigarsalaries are offered, and the work is
a
in
face-of
heavy bombardment
ettes,
all in the United States. With the exrestored the wires as fast as the enception of a few clerical positions, ap
shells
them.

aboard to aay her nay, though nearly tive
evidence. Representatives of the
,alongside was a trim United States Civil Service Commiasion at the post
boat 'of degree. ,The Alice D. just offices in
cities are
to

do

EIGHT DAYS LONGER TO BRING

HUNS TO ADV ANCE.

work, In the meantime the

examinations,

'

when. you Invest In your Liberty BontU, thot there '"
immediate, urgent, imperative n.eed for every dollar you can spare.

easy to

need of

HELD IN CUSTODY

OF SHERIFf; AS A

cost

TROOPS

BLOCK

::! c!:r:�e:::i�::li;edSPi:ci�us�;:

opened during
night and lasted Iy

LIQUOR LAUNCH STOLEN
WHEN WATCHMAN IS OFF
WAS

.!'

Remember,

tions

An

we must

must

made for it.

118

conceivej�� sums of money
preparatioRs. Yet these ex
absolutely essentiaL

win the war quickly if
carry it on for years if

We'

Unusual precau
immedintely taken along

were

the whole sector of'the front

The mind can hardly
required for our' war

penditures

FRENCH

.

dollars to our allies to be spent in the
United States.
From the shipyards of the Pacific
to those of the Atlantic; on our farms
and in our mines, mills and factories in
every State in the Union; back of the
firing lines in France, where men are
training, cam ps are being erected and
railroads built, billions upon billions
are being expended for labor, for trans
pertation, for materials and supplies
of every description.
,t

in many

men;T::Mi::;:e::I::�:�ed. :�Ei��::� a:����:�: ���:£�o:� DESPERATE FIGHTING

Donald90n

so� ing adjoining the Ellis & Outland
lere.....
dry·.goods in a store on the identical store, which belonged to 4. J. Wim
spot where he now hendles Liberty berly, a brother-in-law of the Ellis
Those three are now de
Bonds and renders such acceptable brothers.
serv'ice to the rarge patronage of the ceased.
C. A, Lanier �nd J. A. Fulcher ran
John Donaldson
Sea Island Bank,
sold BOX- for "Bonnie," and was a& a business' on the corner now occupir.d
L.
..
J.
Col
as
is
now.
by the First Nation!,1 Bank. Their
popular then he
ma�'kept books for J. W. Olliff & Co" building was of bri�k and one story
andl their store was at the point where The same year the firm disoiolved, and
Aldred .& C011in� now do busineas. the next year Mr. Lanier had a .eeond
Ed: Smith ran a store about where story added to ·the building and if'
C;r1ines' jewelry store is, but lost his stalled an undertaking department a
liuaine88 in u'e hig fire which came in short while afterwards.
B. E. Turner, whose home wa. al
May ofr1893, which destroyed an entire' block and made room for that most on the identical spot where the
Jole block which soon afterward began McDougald residence stands, wa. alto !lllring uP.
W. T. Smith was in most a suburbanite, and the point
"Sonnie"

of

come

23.-How

t1eships
visualize,
ditionary forces.
There can
The explanation heretofore given so easy to a,complish.
no
"over
the
be.
going
for the refusal to accede to the protop," no paraposal has been that American troops Iyzing broadsides, unless, to sustain
the blow, there is material in abunare part of and are co-operating with
large French and British units, and dance to back up the human effort.
R"
e clvllan
')'
b ranc h es 0 f
Ig ht now th·
that an independent American communlque would neeesaarily duplicate the army and navy are in urgent need
of thousands of highly trained workBritisb or Fren"h statement&.
It is realized, however, that Ger� ers, and before this year paases these
branches must be increased by at
man claim., unlesa specifically denied
The ordnance depart:
from authoritive sources, will be re- Jeast 2.0,000.
carded aa .tataments of fact, with in- ment of the army needs .great numbers
of
men who are trained as m ....
·evitable resulting anxiety to the peapie In this-country. For that reason chanlcal �and other kinds of draft&';Secretary Baker is disposed to r .....mllD, cl>_�, m'!tallurgists, and the
r.iteraily t.houaands of inspec..,pen the whole question ,with' ·Gen. 1,ike.
tors are also wanted for the work of
PershiJIg.
It haa been definitely decided th�t, paasing upon the quality of every8S 800n as American forces in any thing con�e1vable in the way of ord�nsiderahle number are again acting n.ance, ammunition, and other munitlOns.
For office work the odnance
aa an independent unit a daily s1!>te-

adjoining lot.

other day.
Yet many are still here as landmarks of the quarter of a century
of which we write.
"Bud" Preetorius ran the Dover &
Stateshoro depot then with all the aecuracy and care with which he has
own

was men

where the Buggy & Wagon Company's
hardware store is, was a log house
where Mr •.. Margaret Lee, recently
deceased kept boarders at $10 per
month and fed the best in the land.
The ""urt house of that day was
that building on West Main street
now occupied by Hulst's cabinet shop.
Where the Balik of Statesboro build
ing is, stood the Hall hotel, then oc

reeeive

since conducted his

in .ince the time

pied by the postoffice down stairs and
and with a hall overhead, where the

their reward, and the
Ststesboro that knew them wlll know
them no more, Others have come'n
after them and they, too, have paased
off the stage of public action, only to
leave room for their children and
And thus
their children's children.
it has come about that Statesboro of
today is not the Statesboro of that
to

come

tioned. New stores have sprung up
and the busineas Iimita have spread
out.
North of u'e court house stood
a frame huilding, Field's hall, occu

pioneer; J. W. Wilson, only recently
eone; B. E. Turner, the staunch
ehurchman and true citizen; J. W.
Olliff,and his brother, Lester; W. N.
Harrill. who ran the hotel; Dr. M. �,
Holland; .golden-hearted Logsn MeLean,' who practiced dentistry and
was loved by all; Hardy Everitt, just
from the carpenter's bench, then engaged in the practice of law and just
getting a start; and others who will
come to
one's mind in recounting
the old days.
Today they are gone

-\

general.

note how few of them

many of

are

be�ch

citor

GOVERNMENT BADLY
NEEDS TRAINED MEN

home for producing
War Department of the pf'oposal that organization at
material of war should fail?
a daily statement be issued from the the
headquarters of the Ameri"an expe- Charging armies and thundering bat-

Preetorius bank building stsnas, sat
Judge Roger Gamble presided on
In those days the esteemed Willie the superior court bench, and Beverly
Hal1. He was a loyal friend to thosc O. Evans, now on the United States
he liked, and his circle of friends was COl!rt
in Savannah, was sotia

a
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worried the soldiers that

Tanks

far

no official answer to
This situation will result
revival of consideration at the

1918

partment's statement. "They should
Bulloch county is going to raise her b e f
France,
requent, cheerful, hopefui and apApril 25.-The German attack against part of the
SAVANNAH BOY IS
big Liberty Loan to help preciative of the aacrifice that he is
the French and Bvit.sh lines on the
for his countr-y. They should
the
making
WOUNDED IN FRANCE
whip
fight,-of. course she is!
northern front in the Dranoutrebe full of family incidents and cheerShe hasn't done it. yet,
however,
Kemmel sector is continuing. VigorSavannah, April 23.-Fred Wiley
and it is going to take the best that ful home gossip.
They should proous
British counter attacks towards
is in every patriot--but that is what tect him from the trifling alarms and
Clarke, Jr., of Savannah, a lieutenant
Villers-Bretonneux
resultapparently
in the Marine Corps in France, was
we count on.
The best is all any man the small annoyances of every-day
ed in the reclaiming of a considerable
wounded slightly on April 11, accordcan
<1,0, and that will �ring up our life. They shouid encourage him by
of the territory lost to the Gerfull quota with a whoop!
ing to a telegram received here by part
giving full confidence that his famil�
mans yesterday.
The
battle
is
still
his father and mother.
Th" war deNo, we have not yet near reached and his friends stand behind him in
and it is too early to
raging,
however,
partment gave no other details.
the top. If you knew exactly how the great enterprise he has undermake claims.

IAN BRANCHES.

so

===

25,

lettersALLIES YIELD LINE
HARD DRIVE COMIN'G
PUPILS RALL r TO
:;,":��dr��e:ea:�th�:�:�:v�!:::��
BEFORE BOCH' E RUSH TO MAKE FULL OUO' TA
UNCLE SAM'S AID

Oscar Johnson was the owner of
the Alice D before she fell into the
hands of the sheriff.

Washington, D. C" April

in

think first of them whcn in the Sinkhole district.
Instead of
Ben Olliff in the school superinten
dent's office, Capt. J. S. Hagin was
holding down the job, and had been

think of Statesboro, and they were
of the Statesboro of that other day.
And upon the front porch of his
cottage, which stood about where the

were

others

and wounded many more, and

the claim.

BiH H. DeLoach, now sheriff, wns
awaiting whatever came
was patient, and if he
running 11 street car in Savannah and
got a trunk, it was well; if thero werc Deputy Sheriff Mitchel1 was farming
And Mr. Ad- in the
none, he was satisfied.
Bay dish'ict. , Dan Riggs, the
dison, we sec him as he flurried about clerk, was just beginning to wenr
We see pants, and had no particular job at
In a more restless manner.
him as he jumped impatiently into that time. Judge Proctor, of the city
the
hi. dray and plied
whip to "old "ourt, was in school at Athens, and
Charlie" as if it were his fault that was not a iawyer for some time after
He was a then; while
there was nothing doing.
Henry Jones, the solici
stirrer, and did not tarry long when tor of the court, was'a boy in knee
We almost pants, pulling the co�d over a mule
there was w.ork to do.
we

!�:!'� o��� ;;�n�n�f:::;d O;h:W:�!�

The Germans claim to have captured 183 Americans and to have killed

th�re has been

few.

in his wagon
to him.
He

Involu'ntarily

the state courts, the men being also
answer to the federal grand

D
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STATESBORO, GA.,

held to

is
Secretory
be awaiting more etai s e ore m
ing an announcement, though he
probably' will lay the information reeeived before the House military committee when he aJllfears tomorrow to 20,000 SPECIALISTS ARE WANTtell of his kip abroad.
ED IN ARMY AND NAVY CIVIL�

£lute would not have

Ous"

persistent reports
department concerning its

contents,

i� �teHd.

"Unclc

or

to comment upon

dentist then as now ; C. W.
past.
Remembered one by one, many of Ennies ran a gents' furnishing buai
those who made up the Statesboro of ness in the block about where C. M.
that bimc are gone, and. the changes
lion. J.
ail & Co. are now located.
which hav
been wrought in every A. Brannen had his office in a smull
in
way present practically a new city
fnlme building about whe"e Sorl'ier

all trains

1917.

22,

tide

uniform as
does not realize that the Statesboro Rifles, which went under many years
of today is not the same city of that ago.
Dr. J. B. Cone was always
other day a quarter of a century in
down in the mouth," und

the

Co D lolidated Jaaaa-.

brought to Savannah. The
were placed overboard at low
in
order
to lighten the launch.
WAR DEPARTMENT OFFICIALS
DECLINE TO MAKE PUBLIC They were 'never recovered.

•

Moore and H.

So slowly has timo
day
by and so gradual have
!

the

L.

S.

Judge
ago, and

long time

the other

:... 1tIv,,;'

-

law, his
occupied
building;

days

Edison
was

was

later that he found himself state senator and practiced
upon the streets of the city, and be- office being on the site now
gan to make himself a part of States- by the new government

two

oppommlty

came off u'e pedals; he hollered whoa,
p man:r dollars frota the erowd.
At that term of court, the first but It kept going. It looked like the

street.

were
Standing in one's place and looking and Dr. A. W. Quattlebaum
new comers to the city, and wero not
forward, a quarter of a century seems
Maxey Grimes court of that year, and hundreds of
entirely acclimated.
a long time in the future.
was then a nOW comer, and had a people came to Statesboro to trade
Looking backward, it is only a lit- smal] business in a little frame build- horses. Superior court
a big ocLived one day at a time, ing about on the spot where Clark's casion.
tie while.
Everybody. wh 'had the
and, that is the way most people pass grocery stands.
Col. J. B. Lee was slightest excuse came to iatesboro at
�he time, it is a very short tiime.
Men made engagemayor of the city', Walter Johnson the opening day.
It was twenty-five years ago on and J·imps Jones were both clerking ments to transact busines8 with their
the 19th of thris month (which wil1 be in stores; J. F. Field's was merehan- neighbors at "big court," and it was
the day when this paper reaches your dising where Martin Bros. now are, a common gathering day, Those who
hand), that this writer first turned his and Fred Lanier was clerking for owed d�bts were expected to pay then,
fRce toward Statesboro from his boy- him; Dan Davis ran 8 machine shop

hood home in South Florida.

�nd
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Are You

a

Slacker

KAISER CAPTURED BY
BROIKlET HIGH SCHOOl
AN

PROTEST FAIUNG RETALIATIVE

MAKE

PUPILS

AND

DRIVE

EFFECTIVE

BUY

this

war

60 years old and not
a

you are

to raise

a

crop to

part

to win

willing

to do

the farmers in this section

win the

help

your

This bank is

slacker.

everything possible to help

doing

High School and

of

that

was

the

aging
everything

Statesboro, Georgia

of Thri!t

CORPO.

000

000

000

000

and

Stamps

found himself

soon

by armed
bring

rounded

STEEL

t.

aids in his defeat.

which

school

Keep Kool, Mohairs, Wor
sted and Young Mens' Suits.

sur

boys who

up the
American

forced him to

STATES

a

Kaiser

rouse

kultur

man

)

cap-,

Instead of accomplishing his treach
erous purpose, the advocate of Ger

I

complete

a

stock of

uniform f'or the purpose of discour

BANK OF STATESBORO

RATION WILL COMPLETE ONE

I

special Thrift
Bill, learning �
that the Brooklet boys and girls were
preparing for a Thrift Stamp parade,
appeared on the scene in full military
ture

UNITED

N OW has

through the streets
Brooklet last Friday afternoon. i
The occasion of the Kaiser's

Stamp drive.

"FOOD WILL WIN THE WAR."

FIRST SHIP RUDY
DY fiRST Of MAY

compelled to

was

march in shame
of

war.

cap-I

effigy the Kaiser has been
by the p�pils of the Brooklet

In

tured

rear

of

WILL

MEASURES

THRIFT AND SAVING �STAMPS.·
are

1118

,ARE U. S. PRISONERS
OF WAR ILL -TREATED?

PATRIOTIC

If you

APRIL 25

THURSDAY

25, 1118

APRIL

THURSDAY

STATESBORO NEWS

AND

TIMES

BULLOCH

PAGE TWO

a

parade. !
genuine patriotic
said, suggesting to the stockholders
The faculty of the Brooklet school
that expenditures on new plants esti
mated at from $13,000,000 to $14,- ���rtOM��OO���'��������������������������������������������J�
which is devoted to a Thrift Stamp
Kate Brownell
11.00
000,000 be taken care of out of earn
The parade last week was
parade.
Edna Preetorius
.25
"The government has fixed
ings,
very interesting as well as enthusi-I
prices that will enable us to make astic. It was led by the little boys of Eighth Grade:
Ruth Belcher
2.25
large profits to cover these expendi the primary department, who, by the
tures and to pay large dividends tem
Marion Thayer
.75
means of a long chain, pulled a small
porarily at least," he explained. The
Lela Wilson
1.00
boy with a tlag on a sled. They were
1.
Because corn ensilage is the OVER 400,000 TONS OF SAILING
corporation had not been guilty of
Carrie Robertson
.50
preceded by a teacher who carried a
nearest and most economical substiVESSELS TO BE PLACED IN
Robert Belcher
2.25
profiteering, Mr. Gary asserted, add sign: "Everybody is Pullin' for Thrift
tnte for pasture grass, which is the
SHIPPING BOARD'S CONTROL.
"If we were profiteering we
.50
ing:
Christel Preetorius
A larger boy pushed a
Stamps."
most ideal of our rations.
would pile up nil tbese protjts in sur- wheelbarrow
.25
Washington, April 22.-The ship
Mary Eva Alderman
in which was a sign:
2.
That an acre of corn 'ensilage
ping board has cbartered 400,000
plus. But we feel we are living up "Pushin' Thrift Stamps." In the rear,
Sudie Lu Wilson
1.00
from
600
to 2,000 pounds more
yields
tons of Norwegian sailing ships. Tiley
to the policy of the President of the
the Kaiser with 8 downcast ex pres- Ninth Grade:
nutriments per acre than any other
will be put into non-hazardous trades,
United States, which is to fix prices
marched under guard before a
.25
Waldo Moore

1-

WHY EVERY CATTlE RAISER
SHOUlD HAVE A SilO

------

----

I

-------

_

BE

�!�r :�I�beb�O�: O��r::�ca�i�;::�� I ENTRY
commanders to their

to deter

:�:�os f:�: b:::e���dgj,as ��:� t:���
tied to by prisoners taken by
Pershing'S me ••

It

TAKEN

was

General

said at the state department

prisoners

and in marked contrast to the treat
ment said to be accorded prisoners
in

Germany.
One difficulty in the way of retalia
tion, it is said, is that it might lend

"The

If you are in the market for a Pi
ano or Plaver Pinno, :.nd want to get
your money's worth, drop me a card
I keep
and I will come to see you.
your piano in tune all the time FREE.
Address JEROME FOLLETTE. Box
(14mar-tf)
211. Statesboro, Ga.

Hoboken,

N.

_

April

J.,

22.- The

fim ship constructed at the government'. request by the United States
launched at
Steel Corporation will

b�

Newark, N. J.,
and the

by.th�
eorporation

s

middle of

May,
at

yards
two.
will be

_

__

_

sion,

of the farm crops.
3.
That there is

sufficient to pay living wages to men,
banner: "The Kaiser, the Beast of
Fred Shearouse
100.00
a great economy
pre- fair salaries to officials and for nee
Koblle, Ala., and Newark,
Berlin, is Captured." The downfall Tentb Grad.:
of space in its use.
pared to turn out a complete ship essary additions to plants for war of the Kaiser was explained by the
Annie Laurie McElveen
.76
4.
That its use makes it more
Elbert H. Gary work."
every ten day..
1.76
Elizabeth Robertson
banner, "'I caught the Kaiser,' said a
pleasant to feed stock and also saves
ehalrman of the corporation, announcMr. Gary said the corporation was
little blue Thrift Stamp." The parade Elennth G.... d.:
a great deal of labor and time.
ed bere today at the annual meeting studying the war situation carefully
4.90
Doris Brownell
always ends at the postoffice, where
Because with its use in the win
5.
ot the stockholders.
"not only as patriotic citizens but in
to
104.15
the
},fist'ellaneou.
pupils have opportunity
purter ration, larger gain in milk tlows
the
to
did
order to look ahead," and to
chase
stamps.
are the results,
Mr. for
"We do not
bOB,ness ot building of .hlps,
any eventuality
Below is given the amounts expend
Total
Liberty Bonds pur6.
With its use, practically the
Gary said. "This was entirely out know what kind of' competition we ed
of
the
Brooklet
various
schooL
chased
pupils
$450.00
by
by
entire food value' of the corn crop is
ot our line, but we were approached will run into after the war" he add
War
School
for
Thrift
and
Total
Thrift
Stamps,
High
Saving.
saved.
in governas
by
ed, "but 'Ye can protect
I
157.50
Saving Stamps or Liberty Bonds:
purchased by schooL
7.
mental alfalfs to see If we could as- well as anyone else."
That, the silo enables tbe far
•••
and
Second
Graci
Firat
mer to keep double the number of
aist in boilding ships when they were
and
Total
Bonds
$607.60
Stamps
.25
Thomas
$
head of stock on the same farm.
Harvey
most needed. After carefnl study .. e
ADMINISTRATOR'S SALE,.
Total amouut of Thrift and War
Pearl Woodcock
8.
7!i.
That our fields are cleared and
decided that we could build ships at GEORGIA-Bulloch
County.
sold from the Brook,
60.00
Rex
Lanier
Stamps
Savings
ready for fall wheat or rye, as all
least as cbeaply and as rapidly and
court
of
an
order
the
to
Agreeably
let postoffice, $1,486.35.
75
Harold McElveen
corn stalks are safely stored in our
get into the business a. quickly as of ordinary of said county, granted at
1.25
Annie Simmons
silo instead of going to waste in the
We started two plants, the April, 1918, term, the undersigned
anyone also.
of J Ii.
.26
Frederick Warnock
fields,
eacb having ten ways, one located as administrator of the estate
Smith, late of said county, deceased,
100.00
9.
Murray Warnock
Lastly, and probably the most
'near Newark, N. J., and the other
will sell before the court house door
.25
Ida Mae Shearouse___
convincing Of all, is the fact that prac
at Mobile, Ala.
in Statesboro. Ga., on the first Tues
.75
James Waters
ticnJly every farmer now using the
"We started the construction of day in May, 1918, the following de
,
to said
1.00
Edwin Wilson
silo would not do without it.
When
the Newark plant in August of last scribed property belonging
to-wit:
estate,
.26
Clifford Griner
FORM THRIFT SOCIETY AND IN he can grow and store away for win
year and we expect to launch the
All that certain tract or parcel of
.25
Earl McElveen
VEST IN STAMPS TO HELP IN ter use a food that takes the place of
fim ship by the middle of May and land situat.e, lying and being in' the
.75
Wilbur McElveen
WHIPPING THE KAISER,.
pastures, and that food can be raised
the ship between the 1st 1617th G. M. district, said county,
.

_

�repare

go,.in��

not. �sh

".We

H+++s;;:+i·;i:;:d+i: +; +�·:·+!JI-

__

o�rselves

gentlem�n interes�d

__

Statesboro, Georgia

Buy Bonds and help Uncle Sam put the Kaiser under bond

about one-third as much steam ton
�
nage, the difference being doe to
slower

as

Buy Bonds

Some of the chartered
large as 5,000 tons capa

all of them

Buy Bonds
ty

of steel

are

shipping
rates to

shippers

war

names

needs.

and

.

_

_

PORTAL SCHOOl CHilDREN
PROVE THEIR PATRIOTISM

__

handling

the

of

ships through the
abandonment of the "tramp" method ,
of obtaining cargoes.
Most of the
vessels are in the Atlantic, but a few
in the Pacific will be allowed to

The addition of the
is

one

Norwegian

tial

increases

re

sail

of the most substan

which

American��

the

_

�

�

complete

_

less,
The plant at Mo containing three acres, more
bounded north by lands of Handy
of the one at New
bile is a
Donaldson, east by lands of G. W.
The two yards together will Jones, south by lands of G. W. Jones,
ark.
turn out a complete ship every ten and west by lands of F. M. Womack.
'Ferms of sale cush; purchaser to
days."
for titles.
The' corporation has responded to payThis
April 1, 1918.
every government reque.t for exten
G. W. JONES, Administraior.
sion to produce steel, Judge Gary (150wds)
or

and 15th of

July.
duplicate

Sybil Lanier
Carl Harvey
Marjory Waters
Margaret Cook

1.60

_

.75

_

Third Grade:
Vic Stone

Bryan

._

.

1.00

60.00

_

Jesse Flake

Simmons

.25

_

.50

__

.25

_

.

Groover Alderman

_

Susie Mae Brinson
Felton Johnson

_

_

1.00

_

.26·

__

_

_

.50

_

12.00

Bill Bowen

11.00

.25

Julia Simmons

.50

Kate Sutton

__

Thayer

Frankie Lu

'lfllcdlC&ll'U<B\Q (G@Jo

K.

.75

J>;dge

1.00

_

Mincey
Pearl Daughtry
Hazel Gupton

13.00

_

_

_

Robert Williams

PIGS,

60.00
.26

Logan Hagin

McElveen

Nadine

OPEN GILTS, BRED

BOARS

Charlie Water.

SOWS,

Bryall

Walter Lee

Billy

Robertson

_

1
_

_

_

Cowart

Bragg
Hary Temples·
Ayis Templ ..q

1.26

to Established Breeden-This is & Dispe'l'sal
Bale and yon will find a few Herd Headen and Mal
trona that you have been reading about. Look them
over before the sale,
Better individuals have not been
,brought into the Souih.

.50

.25
.25
.26

_

1.0.

_

_

.26

Total sold in

20.00

a

to go

I

snre I never could hU"e survn'ed
operation." It is a simple barmless preparation that removes 'the ca-I
tan1hal mucus from the intestinal 1
tract and allays the intlammation'
.hicb causes practically all .tomaeh,!
liver aod inte.;tinal ailments, includi1� appendicitis. One dose will cooVInce or money refunded
Sold br
"
IW. Il. BUD Co" droQUta.'.
am

GEORGIA

easy.

cou�h
It
IS

loose and 'expector
excellent.

•

8 cents pint; 14

cents

in

quart.

p, O.Box 1112

.25

.'86.26
Portal, $104.76.

that Foley's
Honey and Tar is the best tamily med
leine for children for coughs. colds,
Mrs. M.
croup and whooping cough.
E. Schlarb, 556 Oakland Ave., Ash
"When
writes:
land, Pa.,
my little
girl geta a cold I give her 11 dose of it
re)ieves
her.
and it always
I ""nnot
"raise it too highly." Sold by Bulloch
DruS' Co.-adv.
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SOME OF OUR COMPETITORS NOW ADMIT THAT
THEY CANNOT COMPETE WITH US, BUT TRY TO
FOOL, THE ,.PUBUC WITH FALSE STATEMENTS
THAT THEY USE BEITER MARBLE.
ALL WE ASK IS A CHANCE TO SHOW YOU OUR
WORK

ALREADY ERECTED IN SEVERAL CEMETERIES
COUNTY AND THE SAVANNAH CEMETERIES.

IN

THIS

FOR PARTICULARS WRITE EITHER OFFICE:

CECIL W. BRANNEN, Mgr.
S. C. LATHAM,
Sale. Manager
Savannah, Ga.
23 W. Main St.,
Phone 317.
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Ga.
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J. A. Brannen
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J. D. Fletcher
J. W. FrankliD
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C. M. Cail & Co.
J. E. Bowen
J. B. Cone
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I. H. Donaldson
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until
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personal nature to say American
troops joined in the coun
about him in the whole campaign, but ter-uttack
on this sector of the line
will deal with him strictly on his offi
eventually succeeded in ousting the
cial record as I did in Waycross on
The
amalgamated troops
enemy.
I wrote that speech
Saturday last.
worked in closest co-operation and by
in
it
and
a week ago in Washington
the end of the day were able to score
predicted that the whiskey interests a complete victory and restore their
line
down
the
on
from Washington
lines as they were before the engage
Con
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ment.
I
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this
reliably
prediction
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key.
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"World's
Best"
by
over 600,000 satisled
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And-because-

The Royal Sad Iron pays for itself
in the saving of fuel-time-strength
-the element. that ental' Into the
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given above,
ROYAL

A

BUY

Fully guaranteed,

IRON

SAD

AND KEEP YOUNG.

toCiay that Senator Hard into the hands of the allies while the
stopping over here, enroute barbed _wire and shell pitted ground
to Carro llton, and on his return from
was covered with German corpses.
1-+++++++++++++++++++++ .. ...·+++·1 ·1,,1· .. ·1, 1 1 I I I
Carrol.rou, was closeted with the
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Schley Howard, his entrance iuto tho
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friendliest
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new

It Is

German revolver,

FEED OUT YOUR HOGS SIX
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WEEKS'EARLIER
Army in rapid firer, resembling a miniature
France, Sunday, April 21.-Reports machine gun, and made its tim apIn every lot ot bogs on feed two or
tcday relative to the fight in the Toul pearance against the American •• Not three weeks quickly and aC'toall" ..
With

the

American

sector show that the losses sustained

The losses of the

zono of the Americana'
first big fight against the enemy is
the village where Joan of Arc was
born. From tbe hill where tile martyred girl saw the vision whlcb called

far from the

president's attitude concerning Con
enemy, on the other hand, were much
gressman Howard, I would like to ask
than be had expected, as' Is
him to tell the people of Georgia what greater
evidenced. by more thun 800 dead
the president told him and to explain
Germans in the American trenches
why, immediately following his inter

one 'now
her to the defense of
can see fine young American&, marchThey are
ing toward tbe front.
cheered by tbe French wbo remain In

president, he wired a
friend in Georgia tbat he would not
be a eandidate.
Congressman How
ard haa a fine place as representative
of the (Fifth district, and bas made a
1 hope be
splendid representative.
will yet see his mistake and ehange

roar

in in No Man's Land.

view with the
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distri� again."
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W. M. Anderson, Sr.
I. M, Foy
S. C. Latba ..
Hr •. ,I. M. Foy
Foy
J. B. Everett
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M. M. Lively
J. C. Jones
C. W. Lee
W: E. McDougald
W. L. Zetterower
E. L. Proctor
H. J. Proctor, Sr.
J. M. Mallard
Mrs. Mary V. Jonea
Mrs. Lee Franklin
W. L. Jones
T. L. Groom8
R. L. Underwood
F. E. Armstrong
Miss Julia Carmichael
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W. P. Donaldson
Mrs. S. T. G'rimshaw
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J. S. Kenan
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D.
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Harry E. Johnson
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F. Floyd
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L. B. Hagin
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J. B. Brannen
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S. C Allen
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C. Ii. Anderson
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F. D. Fletcher
D. B. Donaldson
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Mrs. R. J. Kennedy
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F. B. Thigpen
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John P. Jones
W. H. Lord
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T.
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E. M. Anderson
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B. D. Blitch
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John F. Cannon
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D. Blitch
Clark
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G.
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G. A. Monroe
Homer F. Ande.rson
M. R. Akins
S. J. Crouch
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B.
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J. S. Stucky
Waldo E. Floyd
J. E. Donehoo
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Mrs. Lizzie Waters
M. V. Fletcher
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E. A. Brannen
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J. O. Martin
Mrs. J. D. Blitch
E.' D. Bollaoll
R. F. Donaldson
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were 'no larger that what could be
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vera of nny in which American troops
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and the Orient.
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and
it, and help you carry it. The curtain falls on May 4th,
Uncle Sam must have before that time Three Billiona of Dollars.
take
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government NOW.

sire

effective

more

them.
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Read the list of

Control by the
board would result in lower

to

earth.

Dollars.

which expire soon, after which they
will be directed in their trade ae

""rding

on

and take the Helm from Wilhelm.

or wear

from the people
The Sea Island Bank has
of Statesboro and Bulloch county for about One Hundred Thousand

ships will be 8110�ed
fulfill existing contracts, most of

The chartered
to

keep

to

the peace.

speed.

ships are
city, and
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principally with South America, re
leasing ships for war trade.
The sailing vessels will supplant

HEAVY CASUALTIES
(Continued from page 1.)

until 5 o'clock ill the moi n. fI,
At
that hOUI' tho enemy illflllllrj dnshed
forward preceded by storm troops
SAYS HARRIS WHO EXPRESSES which bad been brought to the scene
CONGRESSMAN especially for tho uttaek ,eU..,,· pre
THAT
HOPE

tion.

_

EVE,1ty TEN DAYS.

PERSHING REPORTS

today that much difficulty is expected
WILL RETIRE FROM RACE.
AGAINST GERMAN PRISONERS in ascertaining the facts concerning
the condition of American prisoners
Atlanta, �pril 22.-The following
Waohington, April 22.-Though
in Germany.
statement, issued by Wm. J. Harris
without any official information to
will
state
The
department's inquiry
confirm press reports of ill-treatment
today, the first to come from his state
extend to the charges that American
campaign beadquarters in the Kimball
of American prisoners of war in Ger
allowed
to
have
been
not
prisoners
which has just been opened:
many, the state department has insti
receive the packages of food and
"My oliening nt Waycross was
tuted an inquiry to develop the facts.
American
them'
the
sent
by
clothing
highly satisfactory in every detail. I
If they conform to the published ac
Red Cross, and which, under the rules
am satisfied I yill not lose five coun
counts a protest will be made prompt,
of war, they were entitled to receive.
A strong dele
ties south of Macon.
ly through the Spanish government,
gation of South Georgia business and
which has taken over American diplo
Do You Sleep Well?
If
professional men will shortly come to
matic representation at Berlin.
To be at his best a man must have north Georgia to urge the loyal forces
the protest is unavailing, measures of
sound, refreshivg sleep. When wake in this section not to divide the oppo
of retaliation will be considered.
ful and restless at night he is in no sition to Senntor Hardwick."
German prisoners of war in Ameri
condition for work or business during
Mr. Harris says he has now the
en largely outnumber Americans held
Waketulness is often caus
the day.
support of 22 of the 24 daily news
in Germnn prison camps �nd include
ed by indigestion and constipation,
"The
the crews of German raiders and und is quickly relieved by Chamber- papers outside of Atlanta.
not committed them
prizes, in addition to the crew of the lain's Tublets. Try a dose of these other two have
These tablets and see how much better you selves, but am confident will support
U-58.
submarine
,German
clear head and good diges me as between the present candidates.
have been treated witb a feel with a
eegree of liberality that has caused'
adverse' criticism in some quarters,

NORWEGIAN SHIPS
CHARTERED DY U. S:

troops

OF HOWARD'
WILL HELP HARDWICK

figures
Georgia legi ...

lature has had for years, is in At
lanta in active charge of Mr. Harris'

headquarters, and is being assisted by
Judge Jerome Crawley of Waycross.
"Jet" Bowden, also of WaycroSll, will
give a part of bis time to Mr. Harris'
beadquartera.
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PLOW FOREMAN IS
SURPRISED AT RESULTS
AMOUNT

"NO

COULD

MONEY
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BUY

OF

OF�ER

FROM ME THE GOOD TANLAC
HAS

DONE," SAYS

dron,

who resides at 4900 Tennessee

avenue,

days

for the

Tenn"

Chattanooga,

a

few

IIIr. Waldron is foreman

ago.

Chattanooga

Plow company

of friends.
"Wllile I wasn't exactly sick at any
particular time," he continued, "my
whole system was so run down that
op

matter how hard I tried to
appearances,

strength

was

my

energy

gradually leaving

keep
and
me

..

When I would get up in tbe morning
I felt all drowsY,and sluggish and all
day long I had a tired, wornout feel

ing

and my work

ishment

to

me.

almost like pun_
My appetite failed

was

and it seemed like I just couldn't get
back' in condition at all.
"It is really surprising how much I
have improved since I started taking
Tanlac. It just Seemed to go right to

the seat of my trouble and get to
work at once, for after the first few
doses my appetite began to pick up.
I got better eve", day right along un
til I have gained twelve pounds in

weight and myoId-time vigor and
'get up' has come back to me in full
I am more than pleased with
force.
the resulta I got "rom Tanlac and am
glad to recommend it to everybody."
Tanlac is sold in Statesboro by W.
H. Ellis Co., druggists.-adv.
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buoysomething
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ing
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quality

An

Airplane

,

and has been in their employ for four
His interesting state
teen years.
ment of the benefits he received from
Tanlac will be of ;"'ncern to his host

no
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GRANT

WALDRON.

"No amount of money you could
offer would buy from me the good
this Tanlac has done," said W. J. Wal

I n this latest model, forced feed oil
and a balanced crankshaft have

of thc
ill the
of the
For this
way the GRANT Si)� ridc3.
the long 46-inch cantilcver rear springs
are
mainly to be credited, but car

added

and light weight hclp to a
marked degree. And the double decked
cushion springs add thcir important
share to the riding comfort for which
the GRANT SIX has bccomc so well

comparable price.

is

ant

balance

known.
Another

point

which

people

have

remarkecl about is the almost complete absence of vibration i� the power

that has

To make

sure·

.of your order

of

now.

o.

'ever

keeping

the

efficiency

of

been used in 'a

car

of

with its

splendid mechan-

ical features, the new GRANT SIX is a
finish.
Its
car of beautif:d Jines ahd
accentuated
is
by skillfu'I'h9clY
length

design.
Yet it

IS

existence,
miles to

a

the most
a

gallon

'gallon

we

economical

six

in."

Owners average
of gasoline and 900

believe.

we

20 miles to

your GRANT SIX

$1095 f.

to

.

In

plant.
The GRANT SIX overhead-valv� engine runs smoothly at all speeds. It is
powerful and flexible and .quiet.

materially

the GRANT SIX engine and we believe
this power plant to be the finest
mcc!lanically and every other way,

.

of oil.

advise the placing

b. Cleveland.
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PUBLISHED WEEKLY.

COte1NTY SCHOOL NEWS,

BILLION AND HALF
FOR U, 8, NAVY
NAVAL

LARGEST

County-wide taxation Is the only
successful way in which to operate
the pu blic' school sytem.
Fifty-four
counties have already voted county

PASSED BY

for

school

purposes.

should not the

people

of Bulloch

taxation

wide

APPROPRIA

Why

TION IN NATION'S HISTORY IS

D. B. TURNER, Editor and Manager.

VOlUNTEERS .,ARTED
FOR REO CROSS WORK

--'-

do

THE HOUSE.

as

well

a

This little sacrifice
our soldiers and allies

to

help

on

the

other side of the sea.
We wonder how many of our peo
ple are complying wit.h the request-
how many of them look upon it as

available,

so

work will be

that

of the navy

none

state school

our

SERVICE

Save Wheat--
neat--

Atlanta, Ga., April 22-"Volunteer
in

the

over-seas

service of the Red

That

slogan of service is
C. A. in a
now putting on
big
to man its army and navy work,
According to the campaign plans, 3,-

Triangle."
one now

used

by

000

must be recruited for

men

hundred

more

will

camps and

the home naval points.
Besides ·the steadily increasing de
mands which are being made by the
continual

mobilization

of .American

Rice is
you

getting
splendid Rice

scarce

but

at

I+
t
•

t.
:t:
++
:t
=1=

sell

+

before-the-war
_

McDOUGALD-OUTLAND

sky-high

KIDS A_ BASBALL
OUTFIT AND HELP THEM TO GROW STRONG AND
THE PLEASURE IT WILL GIVE YOU,
ROBUST.
AND THE FUN IT WILL GIVE THEM, WILL BE
COME IN

COMPANY,

societies
the schools.
Mr. D. B.
men, lawyers, farmers, teachOther high lights of the bill are:
country alone is able to supply, but
ers-in fact, men from all walks of
Increasing the enlisted strength of Turner, county chairman for Bulloch
.l
...
the brave meu of the allies--even the
count)', outlined the me'thod he de- life are being urged to volunteer for
the navy from 78,000 to 330,000.
men who speak tongues which to us
marine corps from sires to have the teachers persue in this service.
the
Increasing
are strange--are representing us in
Just how important it is can be
to 75,000, 80 that more ma- t.he work of the War Savings societies
the fight for what we hold dearest. 30,000
seen by the assertion of one worker
and kindred duties.
can be rushed to France in rerines
will
These men must be fed or they
Measles and mumps and every oth- in France, who said that the "leaderto a 1"'11 of Gen. Pershing.
fail. Are we willing that they should sponse
a 'Y' hut in France has
bigger
Establishment of fifteen temporary er contagious disease common to ship of
EFFECTIVE FEB. 3, 1915
flour?
on
we
insist
fail because
eating
Both school children, are playing havoc possibilities of national service than
to cost $10,295,000.
Beeause we do not like cornbread? hospitals
of
most
the
bank
and
the
scbools.
looks
as
with
It
if,the
college presi
and navy men will be cared for
We think not, yet we may be neglect army
schools that have not already closed dencies and big city pulpits in Amer- x: Bun.
in those hospitals, it is planned.
Only. X SilL
Only
inr to render the great aid which has
ica."
2S
8
28
will
have
do
so
before
the
term
to
6
17
21
Enlargement of alt the navy yards
been asked of us, because we bave not
The government is watching the
will
be
so 'that next
STATIONS
A.M.
P.
ends.
it
A.M.
P.
M.
Mile
A.M.
IucilHope
M.I P.
I
I
to provide greater shipbuilding
thought of the matter right.
That
term we will have nothing to, hinder recruiting drive with interest.
Ar I
7: (>
Savannah
6:00
I Lv
Have you read of the county in ities.
8:40
6:86
should be one incentive for volun
8:47
8:20
7:00
Enlargement of the great lakes nu, full attendance, as there will be noa sister state whose people have en
7:34
8:29
6:�
8:57
8:30
Bhtchton
7:16
teering. President Wilson has said:
station to such an ex- thing to have then.
7:30
8:25
6:15
8:35
Eldora
4:02
7:80
tered into ag,.eement to abstain from val training
Teachers and otliers Who may have "The thing that you are doing is prostabe
the
'7:24
it
will
4:07
8:40
3:19
6:08
that
tent
7:86
largest
Olney
the me of flour for the duration of the
business with the superintendent next viding the moral armour for all of
7:20
8:15
4:12
8:45
6:02
7:42
Ivanhoe
in
he
world.
kind
of
is
tion
war if needs be for the success of our
4:17
7:15
8:10
8:50
5:56
7:48
Hubert
these soldier men-of ours."
An appropriation of $350,000 to Saturday, April 27th, will not be able
Rend of it, and compare their
ea u.e?
4:27
9:00
7:07
8:02
5:42
8:05
Stilson
to see me, as I will have to be in at
to
the
back
for
the
bringing
4:34
9:07
6:59
2:54
6:17
8:22
Arcola
action with your own, those of you provide
tendance upon the annual meeting of JOHN WHITE a. CO,
men dying in the
4:88
6:54
of
8:27
9:11
Truckers
2:49
4:62
States
United
"do
who must have flour because you
LOU'.VlL .... IlY.
4:45
9:17
6:50
2:45
the county school officials held in Sa8:40
Brooklet
J:46
service.
These
people
not like cornbread."
4:49
9:22
6:44
2:89
8:45
Grimshaw
4:22
on that date.
Wait until the
Enlarging the naval base of Hamp- vannah
are not actunted by a mere whim.
4:53
9:26
6:40
8:50
Preetoria
2:85
4:16
4th of May.
an apprcprtat.ion
ton
Va.,
by
5:03
9:86
the
Roads,
9:05
6:30
2:25
of
Statesboro
4:08
have
the
meaning
caught
They
The next regular state teachers'
of $2,500,000.
Time
A.M. I A.M. I P. M. I
Central
Stal.dard
A.M.
P.
M.
cull.
P.
II.
the
answered
have
II
and
I
I
appeal
examination
will
be
held
the
and
2nd
H'
ad
Among improvements and enlargeHave you heard the same call-are
T. G.1UMBHAW Superintendant
S
, 3rd
of
who
will
have
..
Those
t
.kln.
August.
the pea ments the house authorized at tht vayoa ready to do your part as
to reMW Hsta� th� �a�=ti� ���������������������������������============
"I"',,
I pie of Hernando county, Florida, have ri"sn"yy��a":
should
the, required reading course
get
Norfolk, Va., $3,485,000, including
ar;reed to do?
It
lind
preparations.
at
begin
making
a
the completion of
giant dock;
a bit of study ·to get'
Charleston, S. C., $1,160,000, most requires quite
WHY NOT GROW WHEA T7
another
for
big dock; at these thoroughly. Just to remind you
of which is

H.

ministrator.

with any opposition, and little criticism of the nary occurred during the

on

are

notice

worth

on

HARDWARE

CO.

GOOD ROADS BOOSTERS
TO TOUR THE STATl

17:45

there is grave possibility that the service may have to be discontinued at

I

II
i

only going

we

our

to lose out' flour

the postoffice

may have to walk to

day and

MONDAY

Live in land of Make-Believe--Adolph Zukor presents Margue
rite Clarke in "THE SEVEN SWANS." If you ever were a "kid"
nnd we'll bet you were, there's
Mnrguerite Clake and her seven

a

litt.1e

more

through Sunday, according

DON'T LET IT LINGER

A cough that "hangs on" wears
in this city, and his sermons have
down the sufferer. leaving him unable
to ward off sickness,
Jos. Gilliard. cre')ted mild sensationa-for the time.
148 Ffllmcre St., Nashville. Tenn.,
writes: "I was Buffering with a dry,
HE CAN REST FINE NOW.
hacking caught and a pain in my chest
HI suffered greatly from kidney and
but since taking Foley's Honey and
Tar Compound I have been relieved." bladder trouble," writes F. B. Fair
It soothes, heals and cures.
Sold by bank, 55 Grand River Ave., W. De
troit, Mich. "Had to get up silt or
Bulloch
Co.-adv.

times during the night.

seven

SALE OF HAMPSHiRE'
HOGS AT

VIDALIA

ever

Gordon

DEAD.

at the camp of

1

Nesmith's,

Orange

·i:1'··

body

and the

b�

will

re

'

local representattve for
a
pumber of the leading maKllzine8-::'
the Ladies Home Journal, Woman's
Hbme Companion, Literary Dlge.t,
et�.-the periodicals formerly repre
septed by lIIrs. A. K. McLemore. I
will thank my friends and the public
for t.heir subscriptions.
MISS LUCY McLEMORE.
Phone 149
(24jan2m-p'

time.
to the cit,

now

How Do Your
Sacrifices Compare
With These?

.

Cannot levy but five mills
levy the limi� Five mills will

ter schools.

Do you

want better schools in your

county?

money cannot.

Twelve
to the

or

acre

fifteen bushels of wheat
a diffi

in Bulloch 'is not

pelitical surprise came today
shape of telegrams to friends

in the

your

in At

supply

lanta from former Congressman Chas.
is
G. Edwards, of Sa'iannah, that he

be

on

needs,
you

and I will

early.

begin

to

STILSON MASONS BUY
WAR

SAVINGS

STAMPS

lIIiIl could be established in Statesboro
At any rate, we should like to hear

THE

help
·

tIER SALIVATED BY
,CALOMEL 1 HORRIBLE I

PLANT NOT CLOSED

,A CON.VERSATION\
Between Mr.

'1

farmers to prepare to make
our county independent of the flour
embargo which has been declared by
tlte .tate food administrator.

,for

our

Ch'ld!
i
��P��:IIC:�'!.� ��
health.

cat

o.

purgative

�-:r.;.�;��""�.�
=::�:
tau
_PIlot th. _uUro
�tmt�.laox"a,::r..
r,:a-�;:l�b'fe,
of a1mpla laxative herb.
'CO

actioll

""UOlt.
with ��!D.

kD.OW1l

al

Dr.

Cllla.

:,::,�,,:l'\,o\:
=.�Pf:;elW�:
tI., I. h1CU7 recom_,,48d. 'l'h1.
proparati01l C01lta1nl
tlarCotic, or

olltate,

no

habit-fOrmi.::ti.t d�

uaud bn:g•
r �lD.�,��!'�
eas)", natural
��lt:n'a::e;a.�:lfOracl:J�,�lJU..
Thou.and. of DlothOrl have i.ct!I..
..

reUef

JI1a.nnor.

all

'

how I
I
can buy any more Liberty Bonds.
bought all I could last fall. I'm not a
rich man and I don't think it's fair or just
to expect me to do anything more than I
have done.",
see

tifiad to
woU'.

the

merit

of

Dr.

of

ealcl..

b. obt.&1ned by
writIJIW to Dr. W••• C&ld.... u, 488

c.huIr"

WOIIhIq'tOll
"""',

•

�leasant

and in C01\.D.t-

BYru�tPflpau,
tt;. =��. 1: t�."tU�J:, '::;
can

St.. .oatt.. Uo, 1Ul-

.

,

Mr. Right: "Exactly, and some day
Calomel lose. you a dayl
You know
that splendid boy, the pride of his par.. hat calomel i.
It'. mercury' quick.Uver.
C .. lom�1
1t
i. 'dangero:".
ents' hearts,' may go 'over the top' I'n a gal·
craBbel into BOur bUe like dynamite.
cramping and .ickening YOII. Calomel .'lant charge, stop a German bullet, and fall
attacks the bon08 and should nevor be
in the .mud and debris of No Man's Land.
put into your system.
bn't that asking too much of him, and of
feel
you
bilious,
.luggioh,
.Whim
�D.t'p.ted and all knocked out and beheve iUs family? Is that 'fair?' Is that 'J'ust?'"

.

_

<:alome�.

and.

m�kcl

you right up and you feel gieat. Gi....
it to the chUdron lIecause I� II
nerf�
fC';'"
IlarDile •• and doesn't rripe.,

number of the

error.

While

ployees

have been

a

released,

em

the busi

is being continued on a reduced
scale, and the plant is still buying all
the hogs which are brought it from
the surrounding country.

ness

Mr. Doubtful: "I don't

.

you need a dose of dangerous calomel
just remember that your druggi.t sell.
fO.r a fow cents i:' lar� t,o�le of Dodson',
LIver Tone, w�lch 18 entareJy
.vegeta.bl�
til take
And
is & �rfect
substItute for
It 18
�ara.nteed
to start your lIver wlthout stIrring you
1\ up inside, and can not B8.livate
I
Don't take
you
calom.ell It
luck the next ,day i. It lose. you a dAy',
work.
Dod"",,'. Liver Ton. nnlghte.,.

impression
genel'al that the Bulloch Packing
has
closed for the season, is an
plant

Doubtful.and Mr. Right

�

"Why, it's awful, of
but it can't be helped. This is war,
and men have to be kiUed in it."
Mr. Doubtful:

course,

Mr. Right; "You've said it-this is
wad To win the war it might be neces·
sary for the government to take your
away from you, and ruin your
business. It might be neces8ary to take
your house and turn you out in the street.
What of that? 18 that a8 great a sacrifice

factory

118

to

If you waken weary and unrefresh
cd in the morning, or tire early in the
are bilious and "blue," with a
coated tongue and bad breath-if you

to

pinch.

Grocery

liONS CQ.

�

Buy
SAPOLIO
For

F�

Sto're

,eNOCH MORGAN'S
'

.�

i..

Mr. Doubtful: "I guess that's true,
Mr. Right, I have been thoughtless. 1'111
stop complaining and criticising, and put
up. my last dollar if need be, to help I
win this war."

Tlds Space Paid li"or and Contributed By

Quaker Tires
�==ee:t 5000 Miles
Ex

mileage reported by

c e s s

Tire users shows three
lires' service from two. In many
:ases, two tires' mileage from one.

Quaker

E. M, ANDERSON Ii: SON
DISTRIBUTORS

W ill

,

ECONOMY
PATRIOTI ....
thad
LctY.dJu:
·Ac1ion-, .riU.k
word."::ACt-Dont �UYrrow

Since the day of the caveman, who
liked his meat raw, civilization has
I.med a lot about the scientific treat
ment of the

Buffering from indigestion or con�
GEORGIA
stipation-you wily-find Foley Cath STATESBORO,
artic Tablets quick to relieve and com
MONEY
MONEY
fortable in action.
They are whole MONEY
Sold by the
some nnd health-giving.
TO LOAN ON CITY PROPERTY IN
Bulloch Drug Co.-adv.
ANY TOWN IN THE COUNTY.

Yet you don't think it's your

and save, and borrow if
need be, in order to buy Liberty Bonds,:
and thus help shorten the war, make vic-'
tory certain, and save the lives of thou·
saods of AmericaD boys who wlll other
wise be uselessly sacrificed.

duty

thrift

are

neighbor makes, or ,tands reav
make, w.."n he gives bis boy to hiS

country?

Be Good to

Your-elf?

day,

your

\

H. Cla�k's

Why Not

He faces the probability of being obliged to
take up life anew when he returns; of losing all
the advantages which years of hard work have
won for him.

DOWN.

which is said to be

The

I

,

farmers of the county who RUB-MY-TISM-Antiseptic, Relieves
willing to go into an agreement Rheumatism. Sprains, Neuralgia, etc.
Mr. Right: "Let's see-your next·
With (lOjan8m)
to plant a few acre. next fall.
a little agitation, we believe a mill
I door neighbor's boy enlisted, didn't he?"
"an b� procured here at this time.
It
Mr. Doubtful: "Yes, he's over in
ia a good time to start. With flour 'at
Calomel is quicksilver a.ncl actI,
Safeguards Health
France now. Mighty jne, stalwart boy,
and its use restrict
the
like dynamite on
pricp.,
prese)'t
o f Th e
,ren
that I"
ed by law, there is every inducement
your liver.
are

He severa home ties; gives up home comforts:
leaves behina parents, friends, wife or sweetheart.

.,�
r"'�

time.

ard."

trom the

American boy who goes to war
up the position which means
80 much to his future, or' the little
�usiness which has juSt begun to show
promise of success.

gives

It will pay you lo

thing to accomplish. 'rhat, at the
present price--$2.25 per bushel-is supporting Wm. Schley Howard for GERMAN PREACHER I�
RELIEVED OF CHARGE
not bad.
the' United States Senate, and not
Some little wheat was gl'own in the
Hon. \\'m. J. Harris, as had been sup�
Tampa, Fla" April 20.-Rev. Lud
Edwards
county a year Or two ago, and the ex_
posed. In his telegram Mr,
periment showed that it could be done says: HI understand supporters of wig Ozel', a native-born Gerlllan, wa�
relieved today by Bishop 'Collins Den
1'he great
with reasonable success.
Mr. Harris arc circulating an editorial
hindrance was that there were no fa�
of the Florida Methodist Confer
from an Athens p'iPer saying I with ny,
from his charge as pastor of thc
cUities for makillg flour after the
drew from t¥ senatorial race in ence,
It need not
Com
wheat had been grown.
I wns never in Cuban Mission, West 'l'nmpa.
fuvor of Mr. Harris.
be expected that a mill could be es the senate race but did say I was con� p.Jaint was made against him py Rev.
D. Lewis, presiding elder, sup
tablished for an acreage of wheat
sidering entering. I am not support J.
the congregation, that 011'
which amounted to practically no
ing Mr. Hurris for the senate. l' am ported by
of
our
farmers
are
thing. If eDough
anxious to see Senator Hardwick de specific occasions Rev. Ozer hud tel'm�
wheat
to
undertake
to
grow
willing
feated and believe William Schley cd himself an American citizen und
the coming fall to make a plant self Howard will defeat Hardwick, and I had signed a docur.lent to that effel-t,
sustaining, we doubt not that a flour am supporting Congressman Ho,, He later registered as an alien enemy.

cult

..

Olliff"& S."ith

pneumonia.

MAGAZINE, AGENCY.

am

more

not hurt anyone individual.

and Amber Cane. Seed

here for burial.

tprned

p�b-

we

I I I 1'1"'1 I I I I I I I + I' I 1"1' I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I to+'

He had made his home with an aunt
in! the neighborhood of Mr. W W.

izens of tbe county than public roads.
Give them as mueh as you do the
lie road system and 'Ne will have betwhen

moving picture.

North Carolina running and improv
ed Spanish Peanuts, Chufas, Millet,

March, died

the 24th of

on

Saturday

a

Foley

Fol�olored,

,

presented in

SEED!

Herbert
on� of
the members of the contingent of sol
diers sent away from Bulloch to Camp

accom

Would you convict

������������������������������!

t"

Bulloch Drug Co.-Adv.

city.

Brady

presents June Elvldge in "THE TENTH
a woman of unfaithfulnesa on clr
cumstatial evidence?
Judge Wallace did. But something un
usual happened to make him change his mind about the woman in
the case.
See this picture and see the most unusual situation

Kidney Pills have worked wonders'
and I can recommend them as the
best medicine I have ever taken."
Tonic in action; quick. sure. Sold by

,COLORED SOLDIER

in your heart for

Fox

William A.

CASE."

8 o'clock.

Rev. Mr. Dunaway, who is doing
the preaching, has hit �ome sledgehammer licks against evils prevalent

•

corner

TUESDAY

city delivery proposition, hour of day preaching was changed
that would not be altogether bad, for from 10 a, m., to 3 :30 p. m.
The
the walk is short; but the country pa evening service service continues at
tiresome.

warm

presents Gladys Brockwell in "A BRANDED
SOUL."
Will rench the heart of every woman-for men too
children may learn.
See this wonderful story.
WEDNESDAY
William

As to the

trons would find the walk

a

princes who were turned to swans.
A story that will make your veins tingle, fairy princes and scenery
that warm the comers of your heart--a picture you can't afford
to miss.
Christmas isn't a day, it's a feeling.
�

present plans.
Beginning with last Monday, the

Drug

Tennessee

.

touc�

to the

for it.

association, for all along the
the leading people, including
city officials, have written
t� would
,welcome the party with big crowds.
The night of the 18th will be spent in
Chattanooga, where the Chattanooga
Auto Clu b will hold a special good
roads meeting and the Georgians will
at Dalton that

this human heart-gripping picture brings one nearer to ite hiehly
keyed, smashing climax-a adiant example of the deft O'Henry

Revival services at the Methodist
church are still in progress, and will
continue

Chapin In the "Bon of DeJlloc
Episode No.8 of the wonder serial,

Vitagraph 'Feature featuring Corinne GrilIIth with IIBrJ
Maurice and William Dunn in "I WILL REPAY," from O'Haney.
story of a municipal report. Every incident, every high Hrht of

ON AT METHODIST CHURCH

bread,

APRIL 28.

"VENGENCE AND THE WOMAN."
SATURDAY

REVIVAL SERVICES STILL

mail will be cut off-or

FRlbAY,

Fox DeLuxe comedy; also Ben

..

but that

FOR THE WEEK BEGINNING

racy, "MY FIRST JURY."

than the local authorities have been' I had doctored for yenrs and tried
SUllo
A friend
able to solve for the pust two weeks everything under the
told me about Vinol.
I asked rr.y
or
longer, since Carrier Woods, on doctor about it, and he replied, 'It
city route 3 has been confined to his certainly i. t!'le best medicine that ccn
I couldn't g:ve yea
bed with measles and only two or be had today.
three deliveries have been made on any better.' I took it, and today I
am a. well and strong ns any worn."
his route during that time. And now could wish
to be, and It waa Vinci
comes the resignation of Homer Mc
"hat sav.ed me."-Mrs. Frank A. Her
Ash
and
no
one
carrier
on
k�y.
route
8t.,
Bedford, Ohio.
1,
Elveen,
W·� guarantee thi. famous cod liver
Not
is in sight to take up his work.
and iron tonic for ell such conditions.
only that, two or three of the rural W. H. Enis Co
Druggists, Statesboro
carriers are on the possible draft list

not

High-Cia •• Picture •••

FRIDAY

Honed Opinion Doctor Gave
Hia Patient !f

and may be culled to wage war on
the Germans at an early date. 'And

The Home 01

PR9CRAM

llt:'"l

of

+

=1=

LJ I 'tONIC
I'
B�T

Bedford, Ohlo.-"I wal In a
early date. In fact, the, problem condition, we ilk, nervous an
run
keeping it going is a bigger one down so I could not do my housework.

an

route

panied into the

f

Those of Statesboro's citizens who
city mail delivery a
convenience, will regret to learn that

have found the

of the

STATESBORO ON ITINERARY OF'
PARTY OF THIRTY.FIVE TO
LEAVE ATLANTA MAY 13.
be met
..

••

can be done.
Vote for county-wide taxation fo/ the
It has been demonstrated in the
support of the common schools .. IT
debate.
recent past that wheat can be grown
WILL PAY YOU IN DOLLARS AND
•
i. this section. It may pever be con EDWARDS TAKES SIDE
CENTS.
oridered a money crop, yet money is
Will have to get your teachers for
OF HOWARD FOR SENATE
.at 10 essential, after all, as aome
next term early this year, or you 'ma:v'
thing to eat. Flo�r can be eaten, and
Atlanta, April 22.-Another little have no teacher at all. Let me know

It

.

Schools

THE

��; ;��oi���AL

t

,

II�!�I�

-

and put you

BALFOUR

AmustiTheatre

CARRIER PROBLEM A DIFFICULT
AUTHORI-

this still further complicates matters.
It really begins to look like we are

i00l00i100I-I00l00i0010·++ I 1 1 1 'I 1 1 1 1 oJ .... 1 1 1 1 1 'io+-I'+++++++++++

_

New Orleans, $450,000.
present scarcity of flour, mak
The larger appropriations were:
htg necessary the most rigid regula For the marine corps, $142,939,000;
its
use
to
throughout
tions in regard
ordnance and smokeless powder, $26,\he 'eountry, ought to crul forcibly to
295,0000; new batteries, $�8,309,Bulloch
of
of
the
minds
tile
people
000; ammunition for ships, $39,259,make
them
to
the
opportunity
county
000; reserve ordnance, $50,000,000.
oel"88 independent of the flour ad
Only minor points of the bill met

BUY

USE OUR HARDWARE; IT STANDS HARD WEAR.

S. Be S. RAILWAY

l--------- �.Uyler

AND

WORTH LOTS MO�E THAN THE SMALL SUM THE
OUTFIT W,JLL COST.

Clito. Ga.

�I�I�I

EXERCISE IS THE BEST MEDICINE YOU CAN

GIVE YOUR CHILDREN OR TAKE YOURSELF.

"ASK THE MAN WHO TRADES HERE.

-

The

i

wonr:

j

pncesThe only food that hasn't gone

DOCTOR SAYS
'
A
�A���'
�
�USHEO
I
VINOL IS THf
+

we can

NEWS

cny

;

Saue'money for yourself
by eating 'more 'Rice

the

TIM" AMb 1T4TUaORO

.

For our boys
at the front

be

needed at home for work in the train-

ing

'---++++<m.�' ;:;+;h���
�;
�/2.orfil7q
Goods

'Fats---

over-

service with the Y. M. C, A. in
ninety days. In addition to that num,
several

, ,

Sugar--

seas

bel',

BULLOCH

the Y. M.

drive which it is

J.

supervisor, Prof,

•."

IN

THE NEXT NINETY DAYS.

We hud for the first time this term

delayed.

OVER-SEAS

FOR

the counties that· surAre our boys and girls

destroyer program O. Martin, who gave us an excellent soldiers, hundreds of secretaries each
will be is not revealed by specific ap- lecture-one that no doubt \\�II re- month are requested by the French,
propriutlo ns, but purt of" it is carried suIt in better work in our schools the Italian, British and Portuguese mil
Military leaders
in the $100,000,000 fund to be ex- balance of this term and for time to itary authorities.
more thun a fad to be observed by
Besides Mr. Martin, we had reel that men must be provided and
under the direction of the come.
We opine pended
others than themselves?
their
that
enlistment
is a necessary
to assist us in the work, Miss Katie
president.
that the number is very small, yet it
In addition, an appropriation of D. Lanier, special district agent, home part in fulfilling our obligations in
ounce
is an important matter. Every
$125,000,000 for torpedo boat de- demonstration department, who guve the war for democracy.
of wheat saved at home is un aid to
During the next few weeks, every
strayer and other devices to fight the a timely talk; Mr. Downing, from the
of
ocean
the
other
side
those on the
State College of Agriculture, who lee- city and village and countryside in
submarine, was made.
hor
the
us
and
between
stand
who
A large share of the fund will be tured on the all-important subject of the south as well as all other parts of
rors which mny come to us if they
expended on Henry Ford's "Eagles" food production; JIIiss E. Holt, who is the country will be searched for men
Not only are our boys in the
fail.
doing special work for the Extension. not of military capabilities, but who
-destroyer chasers.
thick of the battle, who are giving up
Naval aviation under the bill will Department of G. N. I C., of MI]]edge- are able to serve their country and
their homes and their lives that we
double
the ville, who lectured on the propel' its fighters in the Red Tr-iangle serv$188,000,000
horrors of receive
lIIay escape the greater
met.hods of organizing War Savings ice in some capacity.
amount originally planned.
Ministers, busour
war, in need of the food which
iness
in
Just what

'"

THREE THOUSAND MEN NEEDED

Washington, April 20.-Frameu to worth less than the boys and girls of
submarine de- the adjoining counties?
If a long
JIlntered P." second-class matter Mal'ch develop the largest
28, 190b, at the postoffice at Statos stroyer force in the world, the big term of school is good for the chilCon
of
A.t
the
under
bora, G".,
naval appropriation bill--carrying ap- dren in ether counties, why is it not
peas March 8, lC71l.
proximately $1,500,000,000-was un- good for our county? Think it over
animously passed by the house late and vot.e for what is best for the
ARE YOU HELPING.
today.
county.
It is one of the largest naval apOur last teacher's institute for the
Food Administrator Soule, for the
hisnation's
in
the
bills
We did
term was held the 20th inst.
propriutions
that
our
asked
has
_te of Georgia,
tory, nnd was passed in the record not have a full attendance, but we
of
an
act
as
patriot
people volunteer
time of nine hours.
certuinly did have an excellent meet.ism to abstain from the use of flour
By special provision all of the ap- ing. One that was brim full of interthe
present
ten
embracing
for
days,
propriations ure made immediately est from the beginning to the close.
is asked us
week.

:

'Xice

as

round her?

SUBSCRIPTION, $1-00 PER YEAR.

THURSDAY, APRIL _25, ,1911

in all the couris, both
Sta'" and Federal.

things

we

eat.

of

us

would

He faces the possibility of coming back in
capacitated for earning a living, and of being
dependent upon hie mencla or upon charity.

noW'

Naturally
prefer to have our meat raw, our po
tatoes as they come from the sround,.
none

our

He faces the
home at all

Tobacco Co.-that tobaccotastea
better TOASTEDI

Facing these things. he goes to France to
fight for us who remain safely at home and

coffee unronsted.
And naturally follows the great dio
cavery recently made by The Ameri

can

a

�iaI'y.

CHARLES PIGUE
First National Bank Buildine
RooDl!l 4, 6 and 6.

-----------'-.

when the moment comes for him
the top-be GOESI

producing the famous LUCKY
STRIKE Cigarette-made of toasted

uoed in

llurley-tobaccci.

ADMINISTRATOR'S SALE.

of
IRON PEAS
BRABHAM PEAS
WHIPPOORWILL 'PEAS
AND

\

MIXED PEAS.
JNO. W. HOWARD"
:
ROC�Y FORD,
I GEORGIA

(2imar2J11-P)

notes in

to 110 Oller

-

There will be BOld at my home in
the 47th diatrict all the personal
propany belonging to the C9tate of
Joe O. WilBOn, Saturday, April 27th,
eonlIillting of about 50 bushels of corn,
400 bundles of fodder, one horse, one
set of harness and 9 head
Will

coming

What wiD he think, 'how will h.
feel, if we complain becauae we
are asked to make a few MCri.
sacrifices io insig.
fices for him
nificant when compared with �7'

Burley has a mellow fluor, entJrely
dilfenont from the. tobaeco usually
used lor cillarettes. It is a pipe to
liaccoBDdLUCKY STRIKECillarettea
taate like a pipe,

P 0 r' S a Ie! �fg�:.n'd
accept good

never

-

This wonderful new idea-simple
like all' great inventionJl-wu first

practice

Collections

possibility of

Show him that to invest in Liberty
Bonds is not a SACRIFICE
but

a

PRIVILEGE-an appre.

ciation of his

McriEice!

payment

same.

And When You Buy-Buy!

G. W. WILSON, Admr.
Chas. Pigue. Atty for Adm!'.

(18apr-2t)
-------------

S'I;RAYED-Fr�m

my

pIa"" six miles

west of Stat""boro four weeks ago.

dark colored cow with white
,spot in forehead; few inches of
off.
Unmarked.
horns
sawed
MELLIE SMI';rIH, R. ,Er, Box 89"
one

Statesboro, Ga:

(18apr-2t)

I

ni.

S�ae.

Paid For and Contri6ut.d B:1

BULLOCH

TIMES

TIlURSDAY, APRIL

STATESBORO NEWS

AND

25, le18

"

------------------�--------��.__i

QUOTA

Don't Suffer with Con

(Continoed from page 1.)
Portal was assessed
hart districtll.
$30,000, and she has roised $35,000.
and in

one

assesaed

was

These two districts

are

entitled to

tricts

S(OTI'S IMULIION

thing closes.
Those

individuals

who hove done

DR. CALDWELL'S

their bit up to date in the campnign
and arc entitled to be placed on the
honor list

W A Akins
L A Akins
Alex Akins
Bruce R Akins
Miss Donia Akins
J F Akins
F L Akins
L A Akins
Linton Akins

F M Daughtry
Francis Daughtry
E Daughtry
B A Davis
Conrad P Davis
Rose Davis
W D Davis
W J Davis
A L Davis
Miss Hassie Davis
Miss Melrose Davis

M R Akins

MissJennieDawson

W H Aldred
Aldred & Collins

.

fl

The Perfect Laxative

Herbs

Laxative

a combination of
simple
with Pepsin, mild and gentle in its action and
relieves constipation quickly, without griping
I t is especially
or other pain or discomfort.
recommended for children.

is

M W Akins
R W Akins

A J Deal
B A Deal
A M Deal
T Y Akins
J H Dekle
G A Dekle
V. LAkins
Isaac Akins
D R Dekle
D L Alderman. Sr A B DeLoach
Miss A Aldel-man C B DeLoach

W C Akins

Sold

D,

CALDWEI

.•

L.

'157

He Oblalnt'd, Flee 01 Cl1:uce, by \\'rhlne
WASlliNGTON

STREET,

My

Every hand _in the land stretched

out to

him 'to VICfORY! That is the way that America
is going to wIn this war. It IS the only way
she can win it

fighting United German people. Until
every American is backing the boys in the trenches,
until every hand in ·the land is stretched out to
help, we cannot expect our army to defeat the
German armies strengthened by the toil and sacri
fice of the one hundred and fifty million people of
W�

a

are

Germany
This is

•

•

of national resources, ana every
one must add his share to America's fighting
strength if we are to make our superior resources
count. Every hand in the land must be stretched
out to help our boys if we would send them over
the top to early and certain victory.

Ev:ery bo�d

to this

boy

m

bought

-

justice.

is a direct· fighting aid
the trenches in France.
.

Band

I

•

Thi.

Space Paid

Addison
COTTAGE-CHEESE WORKER
NAMED FOR GEORGIA
DEPARTMENT SENDS WOMAN TO
ENCOURAGE

USE

OF

MEAT

on

farms and also to stimulate its

use

in homes.
Miss

McGee,

one

agents named for

of the

J

as

agents.

Miss

which experiments by the department
have shown is equal in food value to

Madge Reese, formerly
agent in

home-demonstration

is the leader in the cottage
cheese werk for the Southern States.

The work in

can

by the

.....

.,,--

� � g�\:::�

armies and allies

�h�s �ol���e
J B Cone'
Howell Cone

For Biliou. Trouble,

•

p._-

G W Clark
J W Clark
T J Cobb

S K
Wm
J F
E D

Hodges
Hardy Hodl!;es
Hodges

espeeil-

more

to

mnny who

vice

about

they

had

the paper but had not had time to

they

look

it up.

In
have

to the government

under oath

am

parties who fail to

re

I

again ask all merchants to report
to me .every Honday morning all
floW' sold the previous week, both
throogh cards or throogh tlfty-fifty

is

some

farmers

are

to make of

State�boro,

fur-

Ga., April 25,

Roger Corey
N J Cox
J A Crawford

S J Crouch
C S Cromley
W C Cromley
J B Crumley
C M Cumming

hospitalitY-it'�

almost

a magic phrase to many.
But really it stands for honest

and (you've
it) lots of delicious goodies.

.

Luzianne Coffee is always in
cluded In Southern

hospitality

Holland

Pearl Horne
Mrs 0 W Horne

�r�Wo��;dard

�r� �eB �{er

Ivanhoe F & P Co
A Jackson (col.)
Oscar J ohn..,n
Effie Johnson
Harry E Johnson
W B Johnson
Walter M Johnson
J B Johnson
J D Johnson
G S Johnston
......

because It tastes

BO

good.

run a

e"eq ceot-honeat I

sion of the
this

or

No.
(25aprlt·p)

female.

Zetterower ave.

W ANTED-25 or 30 tons of vel yet
beans; best cash prices paid. J.
ARTHUR BUNOE, one mile from
(22novtf)
Preetoria.
streets

under

i�

every

by completing their final settlements
digest and conse
quenbly 90 tax collectors will be pen,
alized by the forfeiture of one-fourth

No

I'S allowed to

one

flour cards

use

GEORGIA-BLIloch County.
M )'5. D otta Parish having applied
C omptro II er General Wright stoles
for a year's support for herself and
Monda y th a t h e h a d a b so I ute I y no opone minor child from the estate of
tion In the matter under the new stat,
W. W. Parrish, her deceased husband
ute.
The old law gave the comp-, notice is .hereby given that said
L
t 1'0 II er general discretionary powers, en t Ion WI II b e "e."rd at my office on
the first Monduy In May, 1918.
so that he could remit penalties in
L.
S.
MOORE. Ordmary.
.

except regular farmers.
or

lais

last year, is allowed to use
Even lawyers, bankers, doc·

com

eardB.

FOR SALE-Duroe Jersey pigs; also
Nancy Hall and Porto Rico potato
plants; pigs and plants both ready
Mrs.
for delivery about May 10th.

sho,,: �ause, if nny they can, why :mId
where the situation warranted
administrator should not be dlschal'lrFOR LEAVE TO SELL LANDS.
The new law is stringent
from his administration and reBled.
GEORGIA
ul och County,
an d 11 ff ords no relief unless the
ceive letters of dismission on the 111'81:
-;legisG. \Y. WIlson.
of the Monday in
admlm�trntor
May, 1918.
lature takes cogniznnce of the situaestate of Joseph O. WIlson late of
S L MOO RE, Ordinary.
ti on an d ac I'
S
suid county,

Jersey heifer.
old, strayed from my place
Upper Lotts Creek church

GEORGIA-Bulloch County.
Whereas. T. J: Hart admlnistrato.
of
Samuel. Fail's elrtaU:, representa t8
the cqurt in his l!etitlon duly rued and

cases

.

�C'Cordlngly.

one

STRAYED-Dark
near

.

(25apr3t-p)

..

farms

.

th e

In

country,

are

not allowed

tIIem, but must get their flour
h
I"
f
fifty tift b'

the

on

th t

the food laws in order to keep
posted, as ignorance is no excuse in
on

.

law

.
.

I find
that

on

good

a

receiving flour reports
many

merchants

violated the food law

have

more

by selling

flour and sugar at

will try to

one

par-

sale

FOR LETTERS OF

DISMISSION.
.

:d�i:i�t::!'(rS::'U�atF��'��
therefore

•

this is
to cite all perooDII
concerned, klhdred and credltora. to
sho,,: �ause. If any they can, why ..Id
admlntstrator should not be dlsehar!red from
pia adn:!lnlatration and ....
letters of dlsmiaslon on the lint;
onday
and next
Ordl
,nary.
to be and

�

I

I

Intd'

Mlve

ant k·slngtuFlar tkhepcre�ltors
Mmcer
10m
wlthm the time
I :ftPeard i,t jY offi.!e h
if any
Ith:yW�an
owtcaudse\
permanen
mtnistra,
Ywhywan
I·
ran

0

.

ItElol n

a

h'
�uld

eafs'N

estate.

F or L ell ... of

·w·

repre-

hi, petition dult.:.ecord, that h;
admm!stered N. W. Woods estate, th,S II
therefore to cite
a
�ersona concerned. kIndred and
credItors, to show cause if any the
flied and

Witness my hand and official slg.
nuture this 1st day of April, 1918.
S. L. MOORE. Ordinary.

I
I

Woodcock,
oodcock,

be granted to
rD..
and 'A. M. Deal en his
sent.. to the court In

not

Mmcey

8

.

.

LETTERS OF DISMISSION.
GEORGTA-Bulloch Coun-...".
Wher
W R W
admlnMrs. istrato

8

s

InS MLayM•01901R8E•

FOR

haskfully

ente�ed

on

COliC

AelmlnlalratioD.

,houlI
conce;��d ���� 1 G�O�GI�dBfi'l/dct C�unt:(. proper ���' b:� 'hid 'ddminisirator
hi. admlnlsfOrln �ppr ed �
etter of dlllllll
aVi'lg, permanent.tration s:; argel frlom

Sffid

m

Ie

Itt'
ers

.

',e

of W.

tute

0

me

an

or

of administration

the

on

SID II on

es·

late of said
cIte all and singular
,county. th,s
creditors and next of kin of W.

rece ve

..

the first Monday In May 1918
S. L. MOORE,
••

Ordinary

yr. Pa.rrisb,
IS to

FOR L ETTERS OF

DISMISSION.

GEORG.IA-Bulloch Oounty.
Ithe Pat'�I"� be.and
GEORGIA-Bulloch
admln_
CourtC�f�!rci
.county:' ��J�h��h��u��� I�,: �ya����e�a�� \�h� ist�ti�ea:f t��� �: -;"�tt�r:'
�i�� TOTt;: Sup:e�ior
e�::e ��efl:�k�ko�:ri.��n c�ff,
the
her petit�� resrr
letters
Slm,:"ons,
old.

rear::...:�' J.

F. Aiken, 2 Inman St.,
In"1
have
given
Statesboro, says:
young male calf ten weeks
TelePills a fair trial and
Doan's
formation gladly received.
Kidney
than the law allows them, knowingly.
from the good results I have had, I
phone JX-ll. HARDY HODGES,
I insist on the merchants tsking know tbat
(25apltp)
Statesboro, Ga., R. 3.
they are a fine kidney
notice of this.
medicine. I recommend them to othtwo miles
STRAYED-From
place
my
instructions
most
from
er
sufferers
As I receive
every
kidney complaint."
south of Jimps, Ga., in February,
Don't
Price 60c at all dealers.
day to' carry out the food laws, it
sow pig. unmarked and
black
one
simply ask for a kidney remedy-get
seems now. the government is deterweighing about 55 pounds, WIth one
Doan's Kidney Pills-the same that
I Mrs. Aiken had. Foster-Milburn Co.,
Any informaor more white feet.
mined to have them carried out.
PHARIS
tion will be rewarded.
N. Y.
ties

ri�ht

StaWte.sl-1

ever�bo:y ::�S.i ca;::���y ��: :;ticl:s me�!�n's

.,

.'

applied

I

.

SUb-I

about Mar"h -1st. marked smooth
REMER ELLIS.
crop in each ear.

Statesboro, R 2.

havin,t

deceased,

Just what WIll result from the pres- to me for leave to sell certain lands
to said estate, this i. to
ent operation of the law is
uncertain, bel�nging
concerned that said
but unless the legislators at the com- notIfy a!1 per�ons
application WIll be heard at my office
tng session take measures to relieve on the first MOllday in May 1918
the delinquent tax collectors, a
S. L. MOORE. O;dlnarY.
som will be added to the fund
For L.II.r. 0' AelmlDI.lralloD
�tantial
In the
�tate treasury, by reason .of the GEORGIA-Bulloch Coun.
penaltIes exacted under the new law.
M. Deal
l!rs. Ella I'tlincey and
having, In proper form, applied to me
permanent
letters
of
FOR SALE.
adminiBtraf�r
tion on the estate of Fronk P. Mincey,
Small stock of general merchandise
of said county, this is to cite all

R. LEE MOORE, Statesboro. Ga.
(25aprtf)

eft

tlreh
kidn:Y1!�rprlsmg
It?

tors, merchants and other professionai men who live in t<.wn and have

is therefore to cite all perso�
concerned, kindred and creditors to
this

such action.

.

.

....

I

•

..

Oounty.
Whcreas, J. V. Brunson, admin'George BOYd., represents to
the court in his petition, duly flied and
entered on record, that he has fully
administered George Boyd's estate
trator of

appli:

FOR SALE-Ten lots in the town of
Brooklet, next to school building
and in good residence location. To
sell at a sacrifice. E. H. ROBERT
(25apr4t·p)
SON, Guyton. Ga.

�e!,.k '\,���n ,!:!n�i�hYh�Ok��cgke� :argain

farmer who did not make

Isbcrer

GEORGIA-Bulloch

.

-

No tenant,

FOR LETTERS OF DISMISSION.

FOR A YEAR'S SUPPORT.

of their commissions.

of

with pearls;
Owner can
Statesboro Monday.
recover at this ollice by paying for
this advertisement.
(25aprtf)
on

the last day

for the 1917 tax

FOUND-Ladies' pin. foul' leaves set
found

was

for tax collectors

law,

county of the state to make their final
reports and final settlements with the
comptroller general.
Only 62 tax
collectors have complied with the law

BOARDING-Cnn give rrood accom
modation to four boarders at rea
11

legislature.

April 20

-

keep the people posted, Mfgrs., Buffalo,

""''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''"";'''''''''''''''''''''''''',,,;,''''''''''''''''"'''''''''='''''==='''''

unma�)<ed

cow,
one

except for

split.

one

.year old; st�ayed

to

appear at my

��i�'�nSofHBrLookhs

thn't�"

IC

.

Mary l

.

1'hatecthu

.

I

dS

.

.

.

.

0'

I�

.

I

th�

said'r�d

.

re�'
firsteMe

I

Sompany

.

.

�etters

MO'bR� 1'0

�tes'T�o, ��ll�chf"o�dty, Geor�ia. � r .';;.
County.
P�:GIA-Bulloch
'l':!vean�o Mal1lolm Smithh jinors,
pecuni�'� J:�in t;a\ts�{f"p�rdtlit" f�r
ereas, E. L. Neal. administrator
f.
t
dIvided

I

0

in

is
n
stockholders.
4.
The business to be carried

ear, Wlth black male yearhng

about

W

G: Blitch H' C A'd
tenstel;',
and
erso.n
Perry re�p 'tf il y \ o�vs.

butt-headed

yellow

W.

court in
permanent
of administration sents to
J. should not be granted to J. C. Eden- filed and entered on record
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(p'ant hot coffee for people who

I-better try BOrne quick.
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State will be penalized one-fourth of
commissions on the tax digest
of 1917 as the result of a situation

?OR SALE-Porto Rico potato
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FOR SALE-One thorough-bred, 6...,"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""'"
year-old horse, well broken, sound
and straillht; will sell at a bargain;
SURPRISING
E. H.
must be sold in ten days.
(21mar1t-c) including store fixtures, in one of t�
ANDERSON.
best country locations in
Bulloch
ThaI So M8!DJ SlalHboro P.ople. F.iI STRAYED
From my h ome on C 0 I county.
Will also lease the stand
to
To R •• oIIDi •• KlelD." W........
party. Apply to th�
ULLOCH T· MES.
(18apr·tf)
Are you a bad back victim?
down. Reward for information. J.
Suffer twinge.; headaches, dizzy
(llapr1t-p )
G. MITCHELL.
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up tire d?
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will
be
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renovate cotton, wool, hair,
neys only.
We make 0 ce on tho first Monday in Mav
and shuck mattresses.
1918.·
Have convinced Statesboro people
ED_
mattress.
the flne feather roll
of their merit.
S. L. MOORE, Ordinnry.
W:ARD STONE, 26 Gordon St.
Here's a Statesboro case', Statesan 2 m )
(31j
APPLICATION FOR CHARTER
boro testimony.
Kidncy sufferers hereabouts sbould STRAYED-From my place at Pree-

friendship, cordiality
lrUessed

than 50

per cent of the tax collectors of the
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vjolation of the law unless they
store or a regular commissary.

a

it, if anything.

Yours very truly,
J. W. WILLIAMS,
County Food Administrator.
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R A Chester
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of
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Qittage cheese

Georgia will be part
To promote a healthy action of the
of the Department of Agriculture's liver anei correct the disorders ""used
national campaign, in co·operatio1! by biliousness, Chamberlain's Tablet..
are excellent.
Try them and see how
trlot home-demonstration agent of with the U Kited States Food Admin
quickly they give you a relish for
eta, Ga., to encourage in Geor stration, to encourage the use, as well your food and banish that dull nd
e production of cottage cheese a. the producton of cottage cheese, stupid feeling

reau

!If Burgess (col.) W L Hendrix
Mrs M V Hendrix
C M Cail Co.
C R Herrington
W H Cannoles
F W Hodges
John F Cannon
M E Cannon
J E Hodges
B E Cannen
W C Hodges
Miss M A Hodges
E M Cannon
CarmichaelE
W Hodges
J
Miss
Jno G Hodges
W B Carrol

E T Coleman. Jr. W H .Howell
F W Hughes
Leadel Coleman
skirrlmed milk or buttermilk
M C Hulsey
'Jas F Coleman
now I arge I y wasted or fed to annnals,
F B Hunter
W W Coleman
J B ner
and its extended use is expected to A T Coleman
C nero Jr
Col.manW
W
W
Mrs
save a large amount of meat which

meat.

forty-seven
from
many states, is

to co-operate with Federal and State
agricultural and home-demonstration

Alabama,

Washingtoll, April 23.-The Bu
of Animal Industry of the Unit
eli States Department of Agriculture
... named Miss Eva L. McGee, a dis..
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to

to

made, through

are

DELA·Y.

Atlanta, April 23.-More

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

sonable rates, male

ctanges
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Save for the Third Liberty Loan. Invest
in the Third Liberty Loan. That is the way
to lend a hand. That is the way to make a
nation invincible for freedom and

the negroes.

body

.

a war

excess

Iy among

want to

.

and her allies.

called

ants to report to me at once, if

.

help

when any

been

has

�ort their

them

now
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attention

white
II�LINOIS

.

Your hand-mg hand--

oar own

parties who have failed

some

Stephen AldermanZ T DeLoach
Annie M Aldermnn I' J Denmurk
Remer Alderman
Logan DeLoach
Mrs R Alderman C C DeLoach
H W Smith
W D Peacock
J A Metts
W H DeLoach
Tom Alderman
J W Johnston
Horace Z Smith
M P Phillips
J W Denmark
Mrs M L Johnston A F' Mikell
S CAllen
J M Smith
Chas Pizuo
Allen M Mikell
E A Denmark
Gibson Johnston
C H Anderson
Milenton
Smith
Mrs Chas Pigue
Mrs Lee AndersonM Denmark
Jo'phene Johnston Clate Mikell
Mrs B B Sorrier
Jean Pizuc
L M Mikell
A F Joiner
W D Anderson
Ira Dickerson. Sr
R
M
Southwell
B F Porter
M H Mikell
Hobson Donaldson
Chas Jones
C 0 Anderson
1\(-, Anna Potter Mrs Eva Stapleton
W W Mikell
C T Jones
W H Anderson
James Donaldson
Statesboro Tel. Co
John Powell
J T Mikell
G W Jones (col)
J Lester Anderson A L Donaldson
H B Strarure
W S Preetorius
T J Mikell
D B Donaldson
H B Jones
J no H Anderson
B W Strickland
T J Prescott
H W Mikell
E L Anderson
R H Donaldson
J C Jones
W !If Tankersley
Preston
P
H
W
Mikell
Jas
J l' Jones
W M Anderson, SrI H Donaldson
Miss Hattie Taylor
S L Price
J Miller
J G Jones
W 111 Anderson. Jr R F Donaldson
A Temples
E L Proctor
R L Miller
R F Donaldson. Jr J G Jones. Jr
Ivy Anderson
A E Temples
E L Proctor
JMDJones
MFMiIler
L R Anderson
Tom Donaldson
G C Tem pies
H J Proctor. S..
Joe Miller
A I Jones
Morgan Anderson W B Donal )50n
Miss Ruth Proctor F D Thackston
,
Miss Nellie Jones Clifford Miller
D DArden. Se
J T Donaldson
F
B Thigpen
Proctor
Remer
F E Armstrong
Mrs M M Donaldson Miss Nina Jones E V Mincey
Annie Thomas
Uena Proctor
John P Jones
W P Donaldson
Wesley Mincey
J WAtwood
J Trapnell
A
W
,jrA
Quattlebm
J B Mitchell
D Percy Averitt W Donaldson (col) W L Jones
E N Quattlebaum A A. Turner
Mrs Mary V JonesR L Mitchell
W F Aycock
J- E Donehoo
R
L Underwood.
J
C
Quattlebaum
J S Mixon
W A Jones
F H Balfour
H W Dougherty
Eu!!'ene Wallace
W G Raines
J C Mock
G A Jones
Mrs F H Balfour Elizabeth Downey
V J Ward
Mrs
W
Mrs
G
Raines
G'A Monree
H T Jones
R L Durrence
Jim Bacon
Murray Warnock
Guy Raines
Wilie Kemp (col.)A 1I!)nsalv'lt.I:.
Bank of Portsl
J C Edenfield
Warnock
R
H
.J S Kenan
Im'gn Monsalvutze Mrs J J Register
J A Banks
W H Elli&
Mrs R H Warnock
/ Mrs J S Kenan
J L Renfroe
A Monsalvatge, Jr
J T Darker
L M Etheridge
Warnock
Frankie
F'rfid Monsalvatge S J Richardson
J E Kennedy
J F Etheridge
Mary Barnes
L A Warno"k
W A Richardson
R M Monts
L R Kennedy
Anna Barnes
J B Everett
John
Washington
Dan N Riggs
R J Kennedy
Mrs S C Moon
R Barnes
B Everett
H I 'Vaters
Allen Rimes
Mrs R J Kennedy A J MOBney
H G Bodingfield
Susie Everett
Jesse J Watera
S F Roach
Henrietta Moore
W H Kennedy
A W Belcher
B G Everett
W T Waters
Roberts
J
T
Moore
R A
A P Belcher
Farmers St. Bank J L Kinll'ery
Mrs H M Robert- W A Waters
W R Moore
W E Kinllery
John Belcher
Mrs J B Fields
Lizzie Water.
Mrs
Jr
son.
R T Moore
Iva A Kingery
R E Belcher
J F Fields
J W Robertson, SrMrs P C Watera
W M Moore
H Ulmer Knight
Viola Belcher
J B Fields
Shellie
T Waters
E
L
Rocker
H H Moore
A J Knight
C S BeLote
R L FIelds
G Russie Wate1'8
J W Rogers
J H Moore
H E Knight
J B Bennett
D 0 Finch
W
Waters
M
J
Rountree
W
J G Moore
J W Lane
J E Bennett
H F Finch
C L Waters
F M Rowan
S L Moore
E SLane
Mrs Maud Benson Oliver Finch
Coleman Rushing J G Watson
T'J Morr.is, Sr
J I Lane
D E Bird
W S Finch
K l: Watson
Gordon Rushing
McAlister
C
B
J
C
Lane
W J Blaci<burn
Norman Flake
W F Whatley
J E Rushing
J M McElveen
F' T Laoier
Mrs Mattie Bland F D Fletcher
Walter Wiggins
L
0
Rusiling
McElveen
Latham
Mrs
J
M
S
C
A 0 Bland
J G. Fletcher
John Willcox
C
M
Sr
Rushing,
Lottie M"Elveen
H P Lestet'
Dan E Bland
F F Fletcher
J W Williams
D Rushing
C
McElveen
..
Mi
S
L
Lanier
W R Blasingame J D Fletcher
F I Williams
M J Rushing
J A McDougald
J B Lanier
Blitch-Parrish Co M V Fletcher
Mrs J W Williams
Jas
BRushing
W
E
McDougald
L
R
Lanier
Mi8S Lucy Blitch F F Floyd
R M Willi_
Mrs
Nannie Rushing
Mrs Lela Blitch
R D Lanier
Mrs J D Blitch
Waldo Flo},d
Mrs J P WUiama
J
B
Jr
�:Jslling,
R M LarillC}'
McDougald
H Booth
Gus Floyd
Carl
Williams
J
Levy Rushiag
W McDougald. Jr
A J Lee
Rev R M Booth
V J Fontaine
A Williams (coU
B W Rustin
F McKinney (col)
C W Lee
A J Bowen
I 0 Fordham
J
T Williams
Mrs B W Rustin
Mrs L MeKinnon
Mrs A E Lee
J E Bowen
I M Foy
S J Williams
Leona Rustin
N H Ne6tnith
Miss Gussie Lee
G W Bowen
Mrs I M Foy
W W Williams
A L Salyer
F M Nesmith
Miss Sadie Lee
B W Brack
Rebecca Fay Fo},
Joe A Wilson
J E Sanders
S H Nesmith
J B Lee
J H Brodley
W M Fordham
G W Wilson
S F Sanders
J S Nesmith
J D Lee
J S Franklin
Mrs Lilia Brady
Jim
Wilson (col)
L
Scarboro
0
N J Nesmith
B C Lee
Ben Franklin
Rufu. Brady
J L Wilson
Bert S"arbor�
W
G
Neville
F
Lee
G
A
A
J
Franklin
James
Branaa
H
Wilson
C
S""rboro
Ora
Miss
Mrs W G Neville
D GLee
J K Branan
Mr. A J Franklin
G Walter WilsOtl
L A Scarboro
D N Nichols
Waley Lee
P G Franklin
E A Brannen
P
W
Wilson
Bank
Sea
Island
E C Oliver
Grover Brannea
Mrs Paul Franklin R C Lester
Miss Rosa Woma.k
M Seligman
Mrs E C Oliver
J) B Lester. Jr
J H Bronnen
P G Franklin. Jr
L
W
omuck
J
V
Seward
S
Paul B Lewis
Aubrey N Olliff
J A Brannen.
J B Franklin
F I'll Womack
W H Sharpe
F D Olliff
G W Lewis
J A Brannen. Jr Mrs J B Franklin
T
Womack
W
Shaw
Colin
Mrs Lichtenstein J H Olliff
J B Brannen
J W Franklill
T M Woodcock
Fred Shearouse
S F Olliff
J G Brannen
C W Freeman (col) S Lipsitz
R C Woodcock
BI'ooks Simmons
Mrs S F Olliff
Ohas Litwack
J L Brannen
Mrs C B Gay
J J Woods
G W Simmons
Olliff
&
Smith
!If
M
Lively
P B Brannen
J R Gay
Gordon Simmons Erastus A Woolls
J W Outland
W H Lord
T F }:rannen
H M Geil!;er
J W Wright
I V Simmons
V
Ludlam
J
E
Parker
Miss
W H Goff Co
!If S Brannen
W F Wyatt
W H Simmons
F C Parker
J M Mallard
Harvey Brannen Jesse P Green, Jr
A E Wynn
H J Simpson
Mose
Parrish
L
M
Mallard
W D Brannen
Mrs S T Grimshaw
C I Wynn
J F Singleton
W H Parrish
L C Mann
W W Brannen
C B Griner
J A Wynn
E L Smith
William Manz
Madison P�rrish
R E Brannen
T L Grooms
T 0 Wynn
Joshua Smith
J ParriSh
C M Martin
D A Brannen
G T Groover
Jere You nil'
J B Smith
W B Parrish
M A Martin
Mrs D A Brannen C A Groover
J J Zettcrower
W l' Smith
Beamon Martin
C R & F Parrish
S C Groover
Joe S Brannen
W L Zetterower
J F Smith
Parrish
J
Martin
J
C
0
Juliu. S Brannen Mrs S C Groover
C W Zetterower
J Grady Smith
Frank Parri.1!
C B Mathews
Martha Brannen
W A Groover
R Parrish
J
L
Mathews
C
Amerylis Brannen S E Groover
H Parrish
Mrs
Ruth
C
Hodges
Mae
Brannen
W
C
Ida
STRAYED-One black sow. unmark
Hagins
Wayne Parrish
Mayer
Julia" Brannen
L B Hagin
ed. weighing about 200 pounds.
E Parsons
W
J
G
Mays
K
Junclla Brannen
S
Harrin
OLLIFF & SMITH.
Reward.
Mrs Maud Hodrres Mrs R L Paschal
Mrs J E Brannen R I Hagin
Middleton
C A Peacock
(llapr3t)
J E Brannen
Horace Harrin
W H Brannen
T J Harrin
M M Hair
J H Brett
James M Hamm
C M Brewer
T A Hannah
G 0 Brown
Freeman Hardisty
·R J Brown
J C Brown
Amos Hart
S Brown (col)
K H Harville
Mrs M P BrownellW E Hendley
MisSiViola BrunsonI M Hendrix
whole-hearted
J. V Brullson
R R Hendrix
Southern
J A Bunce
Mrs Donie Hendrix

Lend Him a Hand

in

refined.
Amcrican tebomtcrtes which Q'UllrantU9 it free from impuritJea.
11-1.1
Scott & Bowne. Bloomfield. N. J.

imported NorweRian rod liver oU used in Scot,'. £m.t.,Oft Is

The

ALTIES FOR

their

.

FOOD ADMINISTRATOR

to

�10NTICEL.LO.

TWENTY.FIVE CENTS A

.

POINTED CARD FROM

by Druggists EVe1'yw/tere
50 cts. (;;;;,) $1.00

A Trial ncnte Can

DR. W.

IS NOT
AUTHORIZED TO REMIT PEN.

NO AD TAKEN FOR LESS THAN

which is a concentrated medicinal food and building.
tonic to put power in the blood, strengthen
the life forces and tone up the appetite.
No alcohol in 5C0l1'5.

Syrup Pepsin

are:

I

COMPTROLLERGENERAL
ONE CENT A WORD PER ISSUE

all their attendant discomfort

honor, but all the other dis
arc going to come in before the

the first

NINETY TAX COLLECTORS
LOSE ONE-FOURTH OF PAY

CLASSIFIED' ADVERTISING

if subject to headaches, nervousness or listlessness,
by aU means start today to build your strength with

•

STATESBORO NEWS

AND

TIMES

If you catch colds easily, if troubled with catarrh,

stipation, Biliousness, Sick
Headache, Dyspepsia, and

$10,000
day she raised $10,500!

The Lockhart

BUlLOCH

.25, 1918
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DISMISSION

GEORGIA-Bulloch Count
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Mill branch and lands of Rossie Da-'
vis, east by landa of Rossie Davi. and

S. L. MOORE,
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FOR LETTERS

OF DISMISSION
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A�Mitc�eli'!.tat. GE�:GIA-Bulloch
for aU��1 Moselfey, ha�

Rossie DaTls and P.
ereas,
lands.
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applied to me
5.
Petitioner shows that the said
c arge
rom hiS
above descrIbed tract of land can be of Hub
guardlanahlp
this q therefor.
purchased for two thousand fifty and to
pe�o8 concemed to rue
no. one-hundrodths. dollars, and that their ob'
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notif�l"°seley,
befo::c�:si;:!ta!f
t�ey have,
�athd
':
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o�.the
���e�ct.
else he will be
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BULLOCH 11MES AND srATESr.C�O NEWS

I

LOCAL AND PERSONAL

(rIMES
BULLOC'H
STATES�OR9

Mr.. Boll, of Swainsboro, 1ft the
Miss Maxie Sample, of Savannah,
guest of her sister, Mrs. S. L. Moore. is the guest of her aunt, Mrs. J. E.
*

*

*

Mr.

Rupert Rackley. of Camp
Wheeler, is spending a fe .. days at
home.
•

•

•

Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Clark spent the
past week-end WIth relatives in Au-

gusts.

Flanders.

Mrs."E." C� Oliver

Mr. and

turned from

you

are

ter

not 8111in8

for

*

C.

a

few

E'().ry 'Bo"d you
May Sa'(). a Soldier'., Lif.
The

0)

for .nd

marriage

a

Mrs.

A.
of

Emma

Statesboro,

of Miss Annie Olliff

Kennedy, of Savan

mony, which

McPherson, formerly
died last

had resided in South Carolina for the
past few years.

Brooka Akins, aged 22 years, son
SAVANNAH HARRIS CLUB
of Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Akins, died at
TO HOLD BIG MEETING
the local sanitarium Saturday morn
ing laat at 10 o'clock, where he had
Savannah, April 22.-A, ma88 meet
been for three day following an op
will be held in Savannah by the
eraUon for stomach trouble. He had ing
members of the William J. Harris
been In feeble health for some time,
Club of 'Chatham coun� on April
bot was taken suddenly worse and an
30, Rccording to an a�nouncemcnt
operation was found to be neeesaary.
made by President J. M. Rogers.
Following that he appeared to rally,
U. V. Whipple of Cordele, will
-.atil Saturday morning a sudden col Judge
be one of the principal speakers.
lapae t'8me, and he lived only a few
Since the visit of Mr. Harris last Fri
.

alU'Vived by his wife, to whom he had
been married a year.
The funeral occurred Sunday af
ternoon at Bethlehem church, and the
HrVice was conducted by Elder E. W.
PaweD.
The la.. attendance of
friends attested the esteem in which
tile young man WB3 held.

the navy

I

Lieut. Carrol Moore returned yesterday from Houston, Tex., where he
has been stationed for
"

"

some

•

daugh-

reserves

*

at

Savannah,

•

VICTORY'S

Miss Ethel McDougald and Mr.
John Bland were united in marringe
on Wednesday of lest week at the
home of the officiating minister, Rev.'
I
Chas. Cook, of Brooklet.

of

the Bethlehem

We pay up to 15 dollars per set. Also
cash for Old Gold. Silver and broken
Jewelry. Check sent by return mail.
Goods held 10 days for sender's ap
proval of our offer. Mazer's Tooth
Specialty. Dept. A. 2007 S. 5th St
.•

Philadelphia, Pa.

(13jun)

co

Wt

must

lick

the navy

came

here

on

a

.tour

of in-

construction

board

Mr. and Mrs. H. N. Wilson.

as men

CARD OF THANKS.
We wish to express our thanks to
the dear friellds and neIghbors for the
kindness shown us durmg the illness
and death of our dear daughter and
Mrs. Belle Hodges, althouggh
words cannot express our thanks. All
that sweet and loving hands could do
was done for her, but all in vain.
She
is resting peacefully in the arms of

fister,

Jesus.

L pave the way to
VICTORY in war, -an
.

early, complete,

triumpha?tl
WIn

VI6TORY. If we
the war abroad we
;;=W

learn

to

are to

must

first

cannot be won.,

"':��_ri__C�er.Cola "Bo�ling" 'CD.

Unless

at the front.

their courage and willingness makes a
sacrifice to furnish the implements of
war the brave men at the front will

give their lives without the agencies
which will

enable them to

C. W.

,ENNEIS.

".

al

government

The Imme
diate need
Istbe ..vest
ment of 0111'
mODey iD

is not

All trespassing on the Frank Rawls
and Hattie Rawls' place Is 'prohibited.
Any' one fisiling. hunting or in' any
way trespassing will be proseeuted.
J. NdlHEAR(!)t:JSE,
,

C" B; ,QlUNE}l:'
�
A
�\ 'f:�"r
....

.

been made

an excuse

for set

UBERTY
B'ONDS!

It
of progress.
There is not a single

ting back the bands

WARNING.

....

ever

-:

-,

•

l:

�

body

so

today.

in this

coun-try

with'

any

execu

tive power that does not have' upon
it a representative of labo'/sittlng
si4�_ by". Bide W,ith .representatives of
employei'll. A, trade unionist, -'ViI

lif�-B,·:W.I1.1C)l!/1J

many years

thereafter,

their realization oS their nabonal .spirabono and of
the 1I0al toward which they were really strivillg
was vague and indistinct. But step by
step they
Itruggled onward and upward toward a fish! which
pew dearer u their eyes and minds oIowly opened
to tb signiJicance. Today, .. a reoult "f their otrua
g1eo and their l8aifiCes, we poIIeu and eojoy our
pMeleu Amencan

instiluti�

if we do not apnnlto ill delenae with every atom
of our energy and determinatioo. iThit is not a
situation which may be triOed with. or evaded. or
put 011. It is one which must be met now-today
-no matter w�at I8crilic:es it
may entail, or what
the COlt may be.
-

PaW

.

\SA V�N.NAH

secrewJ of.lallor;

«:Gatilnted

'or ud

,

87 J. H.

-��•• l

GUANO
.

.

.,

By'

.

Doftald.Q

,

,

c,a·,
�;.t.
..

page

was

not received

was

AUGUSTA TO BE HO,sT TO LARGE
NUMBER OF WORKERS FROM
ALL PARTS OF COUNTRY.

at

once

and all

centrated

day

on

fo�

a

decideu'

loadmg

con-

eital of their

experiences.

Besides the

.

TEST HAS
TWO NEW CALLS FOR
COME FOR ALLIES
MEN FROM BULLOCH

•

•

TION

OF

WHO

•

MOST

RESERVES.

Only ships

not ble

man

into position to support the

was emphasized by Gen'.
Radcliffe, chief director of mllitary operations at the war office today in his first 'interview with news-

battle front
Delma

puper

'men

THREE MEN LEAVE

coast in

was

since

he

took

over

position formerly held by Mai.

the
Gen.

F. B. Maurice.

TOMORROW,

a

blacksmith, ship carpenter, lteel'llDlB.,
hoisting engineer, marine gasoline _
glneer, or marchinist or a clerk or
stenographer, you may do BO, provided you are eligible and qualilled.
A ne.. regiment, the 57th EnIIlneers, I. now being formed to mata
tain and operate the boata and b ......
which form

probably the most �hIF
developed waterways system in tile
Men
world.
of these qualificatlOM
are needed immediately for the ntl.
which
i.
fonninlr at Camp La ••
ment,

are

are

MONDAY,

join

WOUNDED AMERICANS
FOUND IN DUGOUT
---

HAD LIVED FOR THREE DAYS IN
MUD AND WATER UNDER THE
HORRORS OF NO MAN'S

LAN,?'

.. ay

and any who wish to

make' appllcatloll to tile

army
recruiting statio ••
Lieut. H. H. Kilpatrick, of the 67th
Engineers, is now at the main Ita.
tion for this district in Savannah .....
nearest

cruiting for the new regiment, and"
men accepted will be sent In to bIa
at Savannah.
Any desirous ot ..
Iiatinll: must make application witho.'
-

delay, '" there is no a88urance .. to
long recruiting for the regjm8at

how

will contlnue.

/

Men enlistlnlr in the

regiment wII
nave opportunity not only to traYIIl
abroad on these rivers and canals, btR
also to continue at their own trade.
at th'e same time rendering partlotie
and valuable service to their countfF.
The chances of promotion are uc ....
lent and the pay Is

good.
splendid.
The requirements tor

ditions

the

lcJvinll:--

are

en

1

Istm...

for recrulta In

,enenl
requirement that _
must have bad experience .. outlla_
abo,...
The recruiting offi� ....
that any qualified for service I ....
are

same as

with the added

5.7th ,Ebgl��el'll w'1uld
no

do well to �

time in

nearest

maklnll' appllcaUoa at ..
army recruitjn, atatioD ,..

en'lstment.

fire stopped.
Opportunities such as this do aM
The American troops In'the Seiche- come often, and It Is expected tW
pre,. fight, additional details show, many from this section will ana"..
were outnumbered in some Instances the call for volunteers In the &7t11.
8 to 1.
The latest advices are that
the American casualties are much under the first estimate.

TWENTY-

Edward

.

THREE PERSONS KILLED
IN GEORGIA TORNADO

....

new calls.
were isolated for twelve minutes in
The calls last week were fo-r 28 an
enemy barrage and were unable to
whites and 32 colored, but only about
signal the American lines.
half of the required number of each
Dickman was wounded but kept
were procured, due to the short time
pouring a hot fire into the German at
allowed in sending out the notices and
tscking waves and broke up the for
the consequent failure of a large num- mation. He and his men retired
only
ber to report.
when their
became

ensky, James C.· Lanier, Hugh Hall,
Monte Blackburn, Ira Warren, Rufus
H. Evans, Leon Lee Hagin, Homer
Byrd, Bernard G. Everett.

reputation, reach Belgium safely, the bulk
Sunday-school popUlation suffering there and

rious storm which

swept thels sectioIl
Sunday afternoon. The storm wreck
ed the home, which fell in on the Ill
mates. killing tile daughter almost iR
stantly and fearfully crushing tile
father and mother, who died a f_
hours later.

jammed.

A second

daughter, Miss Jane, ...
height of the
storm and escaped with slight inju
hims'elf,
ries. The storm came up with great
rapidity and wrecked the house al
before the family knew It.
replied
most
could,
A neighbor on the way to 'lisit tile
killed, and he did.
Father William J. Farrell, of West family saw the cyclone 88 It atradt
Newton, Mass., a regimental chaplain, the Turner home, smashing It like ..
proved soch a good fighter that a high egg shell. He hurried to the _De
officer offered him a commission in his and found the members of the famOr
command.
Father Farrell went to pinned down by the heavy timbera of
the assistance of a battery when four the house, which he was unable to .....
of the American gunners were Killed, move by himself.
He hurried olr for
carried up ammunition and helped help, and when he returned Misa h
the crew to keep the gun working. He nie Belle Turner was dead.
was wounded slightly.
The father and mother were gotta
Raymond Connor, of New Haven, from beneath the ruin 88 quicldJ
a sanitary squad runner. was"another possible, both of them with f
hero. He was one of eight men cap skulla and broken limbs
tured by the Germans who escaped from Val:losta reached the tIe8IIe
and went to Seicheprey. Tbey took less than an hour, but the blj
charge of the first aid station there persons were beyond medical aid.
guns

Those of the white quota who left
"Machine Gunner" Parker, who
Saturday of last week were A. H. manned a gun
was asked by
Strickland, Berry E. Gay, Hermon his superior officer at one stage of the
Suddath, Loy, L. Clements, Sam P. engagement whether he could hold the
Anderson, Rufus A. Moore, Abe But- line. He
that he
unless

of national

among tbe best

Maryland,

rel,

of the engaged to get hold of every man and Ulysses Day.
in oc- they p088ibly can to support the batThe three to leave tomorrow will
talent to be found.
cupied and in northern France would tie front. What is going to tell in bt sent to Fort Oglethorpe, near Chatfammen."
Field
bread
i3
the end
have to suffer twenty days
Mr. W. C. Pearce, Chicago,
tanooga, and they are Clark Willcox,
In summing up the battle situation Clarence Hulst, Foy Bland, with J 0Superintendent of the International ine before the increased shipments
food
in
strickwill
will
in
the
said:
siah Crumley alternate.
show
General
give
supply
Sunday-School Association,
R,dclifi'e
"As regards a few days preceding
The thirteen white for Monday, until a doctor
lIpe.ial attention to the Adult Bible en districts.
arrived. Connor then
Food Administrator Hoover, who April 23, the German activities were who will be sent to Camp Gordon, and went to the re... r and
Clasa work in the convention; Dr. W.
organized a new
E. Cbalmers, Philadelphia, Education left his engineering business in 1914 devoted chiefly to the Lys sector be- the three who will leave Tueoday for squad,
returning to the front and was
All Camp Sheridan,
will be taken wounded.
al Superintendent for the Northern to begin the work of feeding stsrv- tween Givench,. and Merville.
Baptist Church, will give special at ing Belgium, was tonight extremely the details have been published, and from the following list: F. D. Beasley,
tention to the work of the executive gratified at the agreement reached. the net result was highly satisfactory Dan W. Cone, Jas. A. Sutton, E. E.
NOTICE..
I
officJers of the Sunday-school;' Mr. With all the burdens of the food ad- for us.' The Germans put in a lot of Trapnell, Sam E. Smith, A. Pharis
I am representing the McNeel Mar
Preston G. Orwig, Philadelphia, Se.,.. ministration upon him, he has never troops, sufi'ered heavy losses and they Bacon, Grady Drew, Ray ·Dutton, Lee ble Co of Maril\tta, Ga the largest,
Roy Mikell, Jas. G. Thompson, Chas. best and the only equipped monu,
ondary Division Superintendent of the relinquished his grasp of the Belgian gained absolutely nothing.
ment plant in the South.
They own
"Around
Givenchy, particularly, A. Groover, Brantley Wise, Henry H. their own
Pennsylvania Sunday-school Associa situation and it known that- this is
Georgia quarries. and it is
tion, is a specialist in Sunday-school perhaps the closest thing to his heart. the result was very satisfactory. Howell, T. L. Waters, Luther B. Lee reasonable that
can
and

the rivers and channels of Fran ...

on

under

are going on with
hammering process, he said,
"and we have got to make up our
next
arrangements, and that all things are relief should not be allowed to be cut minds that it is not this week. or
is
ready for one of the greatest conven off by war demands. It was not until week, or next month, that this fight
We are going
tions in the history of the Association the German drive fo�ced spe.l'ding up coming to a dicision.
This convention was to have been of trans-Atlantic shipping that Bel- to fight the whole summer and in the
held in Augusta two years ago, and gian food supply was in danger and end it is a question of who holds the
arrangements were practically com this is the first time it has been ne<>- last reserves.
"Reserves on the west front noW
pleted when blocks of that city were essary to fall back on the super-war
ure, I am happy to say, in the hands
swept away by fire, making it neces council agreement.
Wheat to be shipped under this ar- of one command, numely, in the hands
sary for the convention to be held
elsewhere.
Augusta Sunday-school rangement will total about seventy- of the commander-in-chief of the al-'
workers then put in their invitstion five thousand tons and some neutral lied armies in France, General Foch,
for the convention in 1918, and tM boats will be used by permission of in whom everybody in both armies has
reports from headquarters indicate the shipping board. One vessel which complete confidence. He has so far
that even fire cannot bum the enthus has been lying idle at a gulf port will employed only a lIDlall proportion of

"The Germans

this

saddler, sailmaker, rillli:lll'!

SUlik off the Dela- teamster,

collision with a French
warship. The City of Atheno was
bound for Savannah and sank in less
than ten minutes after being rammed
by the warship.
Three lifeboats were put off from
the sinking' vessel. One of them capsized as it struck the water, most of
those on board being lost. The vessel disappeared under the surface so
quickly that attempts to launch several life rafta failed.
Sixty-eight of
the ship's passengers and crew were
saved out of a total of 1S5.
ware

Jacques, a New Haven boy
told the correspondent he was one of
TWO NEXT TUESDAY.
a hundred and fifty Americans who
Thirty-eight more soldiers are to 8t one time almost surrounded by at
lea� Bulloch county within the next least
eight 'hundred Germans. French WILLIAM TURNER, WIFE AND A.
DAUGHTER ARE CRUSHED 1'0
five days-twenty wbites and eighteen troops came to their
assistance, said
I
DEATH NEAR VALDOSTA.
colored.
Jacques.
'Of these, thirteen whites to leave
Sergt. John A. Dickman, formerly
Valdosta, April 29.-William or...
Monday and eighteen colored' Tues- a printer of Somerville, Mass., who ner, a well known farmer
living neM'
day are the complement of the two is now w.unded in a hospital, told a Bemiss, in this
county, together widl
calls for last week.
The three to- remarkable story.
He and his men his wife and daughter,
,Miss Annie
morrow and four whites
Tuesday ace had charge of two Stokes guns. They BeUe Turner, lost their Jives in a fll
THIRTEEN

.

•

HOLD!!

QUES-

London, Apirl 211.-Tbe importance
Belglan gram.
of evelT entente allied country enco-operation of the
in the war getting evelT possiin obtaining tonnage gaJrCd

available for troops or war supplies
The a�nual convention of the Geor will be used for this purpose, but algia State Sunday-School Association, lied civilian needs will WRit temporaone of the largest annual rehgious rily.
After a few days loading It is
gatherings in the state. will meet in expected that normal grain shipments
8th
and
to England and France will be roAugusta next wek, May 7th,
9th. From the office of the State Sun sumed.
in
the
comes
Association
Hoover was supported by action of
day-School
ftlrmiation that the Augusta Commit the allied super-war council last Jantee is putting the final touches on the uary when it was agreed that Belgian

among

mo";'lng.

I

Hoover had the

shipping board
for Belgian relief.

reported

WJly.\crOWd

nut i,'

IN THE END IT WILL BE A

le�ving porta
eff�rts ofWlll be
pe�lOd
.about t�n
thIS

are

the sixty-seven lost when the coast- which Is Iroing to France just aa 100.
as possibleT
If you are a hargema.,
wise steamer City of Athens of the

�uota

hundred and fifty

thousand bushels of wheat.
Shipments will begin

New York,

OF

previou�IY

to

two million seven

CRUISER
WARE COAST.

marines

---

DE LA- IMMEDIATE OPPORTUNITY NOW
OFFERED FOR SERVICE OVB&o
SEAS IN SPECIAL LINES.
May 2.--Seven U. S.
Do you want to enlist in a reg!m ..,
drowned

FRENCH

With American Army in France.
The truin came III over the Savanlet up. The
Thursday, April 25.-.Two American
plans included a pructically h I,ee to nah '" Statesboro railway from Cuyler
soldiers, wounded in the engagement
house canvaaa of the county
Cu:;·. and waa sidetracked on the Central
around Seiche prey last Saturday were
Not' only the country districts, but Y'::'1 near the Times office, where it
found alive today in a dugout in No
the various towns as well as the city WIll remain till tomorrow morning.
The dugout had been
Man's Land.
of Statesboro were canvassed by com- when it will leave for Metter. From
shattered by German shell fire,
the flat cars containing the war relics badly
mittees of men and women.
and how the men managed to keep
And tonight the reports, which are the managers of the train spoke to the
alive In the rain and mud and under
not yet completely compiled, show six thousand or more persons from
continuous German
bombardments,
sales of approximately ,50,000 for all over the county who were attractphysicians sa)' is little short of miracAdd that to the amounta ed by the. coming of the train.
Octhe day,.
ulous.
raised, and the total is near casion was taken to make a pointed
Another soldier, Raymond Demun$300000-far in excess of the origi- appeal to the patriotism of Bulloch sky,.of New
Haven, Conn., was buried
nal
placed against the county. county people to come to the aid of alive for three
days when he crawled
Naarl, en.,. dlstric\--if ROt every their go,..rnment in the purchase of to the surface. Demunsky was found
on_baa "gone over the top," and Liberty Bond., and more than $20,by American Red Cross stfetcher
every patriot is proud of the showing 000 have been sold at this time. This, bearers who went Into No Man'. Land
added to the sales in the canvaaa of
that has been made.
this
The Germans fired on
the county, brings the total 8ales of
the Red Cro88 'b.g by the stretcher
the day to neaF flOO,OOO.
bearers kept wavlnll: it aud the enemy
and it

::;e�a :�i,;e';:ad :f emythin�

6)

STATE SUNDAY-SCHOOL
CONVlNTlON NEXT WEEK

secured
,

q These inltitubono m,!,t be preae:ved. The
.tructure 10 laboriously reared in' these one hua
dred and forty-two �eais will be utt�1y destroyed

..,... Space

mouncement

,

yean ago.

q Ae that time, and for

..

The thirteen colored men who went
his reserves.
be loaded there.
iasm out of Sunday-school work.
Tuesday were Willie Foy, Frank Co"I want to emphasize the fact that hen, John Ross, Nathan Phillips, RogThe officers of the State Associa
Cablegrams from Belgium appealtion have worked up a program which ing franbically for help stated Bel- this is a long drawn out test of en- ers Love, Ed. Clark, J"hnnie Jones,
they believe will be of ,unusual inter gium wad totally without bread, and durance, endurance of nations. That Frank Goodman, Remer Faison, Jr.,
est and help to the Sunday·school that assuming that all cargoes afloat is why it is So imperative for this H. L. Parish, Jr., Henry Smith, Cbar:workers over the state. The speakers when the cablegram was sent would country and all countries which are lie Scarboro, J. P. Pitts, Rogers Smith,

hundred and forty. two

one

on

-

'"11.1.8. (Of illiG

American people fought their first
THE
battles for liberty and the rights of self

lies, although that was a keen dis
The greatest disap
appointment.
pointment was the falling down gf the

(Continued
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lun

,

.

IIc¥I'IL;or

u

county's quota '"'" IIrst of France and sent home to recupeplaced "t $292,500, which amount rate, are a part of the attraction, and
was later reduced to $219,000.
This created no little interest with a reBulloch

latter

SAVANNAH LINER IS STRUCK BY

Savannah Line

�::tin�v:;len��ea:lY f�:Vt';;e :ast ::'
SUPREME

'n:ANI:- �

f'hl.ahl»-tcr.tUumontJ

..

The greatest dIsappointment of the
kaiser has not been the failure of

has

�----

HOOVER TO RUSH
FOOD TO BELGIANS

dockets· at once.
We find a few of the magistrates
Dve no codes and form books, and
recommend that they report to the a breadless
period of about twenty
ordinary and be supplied.
We find the various magistrates re days.
With the allies clamoring for more
ceive practically no cost in criminal
taBes. and recommend insolvent cost and more food in the face of the Ger..
be pre.ented to the court at each te�
H b rt H
d'
h db
for approval and placed on the mm
utes as provided by law. and that they
then be allowed to prorate in the fines days to save the Belgian people from
aud forf�itures fund.
d h s finally ar
ti If'
We fUltber recommend that our

�J�!:"�!:.l!� tiN!: iU��c; �
1;�:v�,:'
t. o�����r�ul..:'�l..?:�En I!I
DIAMOND HRANU

0 ne H un dre d an d For J. Two Years
of Labor and Struggle

war.

our

'.8�
_

TilE "'''-''UN''
1 •• "lIcaf AAI£J'OD"hi

r��"""WINW"�'-'�
h7

win the

the U-boat warfare to starve

/.
".

PATRIOTS,

WAR RELIC TRAIN
IS H.,RE FOR NIGHT

as

\.J

bread at this moment and even with
the immediate rushing of food acro,",
it Is believed that nothing can avert

r..IIGHESTER S PI!LS

,.

am

(8novSm-c)

,Save and s.erve 1

Buy Liberty'Bonds
eo.trlbuted
b�
TJaJ.'�C!. r:a1d for _d

A

,

the 'materials and eqUIpment
war

nre

.•

p:ovlde
posSibly can in the Don<!s whIchWIthout
whi9h--the

who

life and progress and future victories

NOTICE..

spend wisely, to abandon
inv�st every. dollar �e

TUBES

determin-.[� SYO'L'p"kB'VowDnR'U':;e'(j'I'SsT"S"'E'VAEIW�:';:�H"E"RE""
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upon overcoming German autocracy
representing the McNeel Mar in this
war.
ble Co of Maril\tta, Ga., the largest,
"It is easy for me to
best and the only equipped monu.
undersland
ment plant in the South.
They own the suspicions and distrust that
their own Georgia quarries, and it is crowds the mind of the
average work
reasonable that they can give you
er in connection with war.
From the
goods cheaper than other mills.
I
will apprceiate the patronage of my first dawn the m ..... es have been
friends and the public in general.
pawns in every struggle and warfare

I

luxury, and

INNER

e:al

well-planned propaganda to foment
May God bless eacH and everyone social revolu tion in
The
America.
for their kindness, is our most ear�
greatest disappointment of all is that
nest prayer, and may God bless and
the efforts of his paid spies and emis
protect the little one that is left
-saries, whjspering in the ears of any
motherless.
laboring man who would listen, are
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Scriews.
worse than wasted.
I..abor in Ameri
Miss BeSSIe Scriews.
ca understands that it depends for Its

BONDS

HEALING

�

COUNTY

Bulloch is not in tbe slacker listl

Itrj>�g,

Inner Tube can be seen at the Averitt
Auto Co. during the day and at the
Jaeckel Hotel in the evenings. Thi8
is one of the most wonderful inven
tions of the day.
Don't fail to come
./
the and see it.

dear

BULL0ejlH

HEARTY RESPONSE FROM

portant law be reduced to a minimum.
Washington, April SO.-To reliev.e
REPORTS OF COMMITTEES.
starving Belgians three hundred thouOa J. P. and N, P. Booka.
sand bushels of wheat will be rushed
We, the book committee appointed immediately from Atlantic porta, takto examine the dockets of the varrous
ing precedence even over food for the
magistrates of Bulloch county. submit
other allies, it was learned on high
!.he foll�wing report:
We find the books correctly and authority tonight.
I.
exces
but
few
Instances
'neatly kept.
Thi, will feed the nine million two
alve cost charged. and have taken up
hundred and fifty thousand people for
MllTrle with matristrate and fully ex
plained the law as to proper charges. one month. Official cablegrams reachold
have
few
We find
magistrates
ing here pictured Belgium as starvatylil dockets and recCommend that ing. The country Is totally without
lhey \le furnished with new zlyle

practical demonstrstion of the
that efficiency of the Doss
Self-Healing

who

IN A LL PARTS OF COUNTY MET WITH

---

c===============;===;=============
Samuel Gompers is a member of the DEMONSTRATION OF SELF-

emergency

IJP-COMMITTEES

MADE

hcre until last Saturday, at which m,n, two carloads of war relics from
ing this unlawful practice, believing
that as our people think along this STARVING PEOPLE TO BE FUR· time she had already exceeded that the battlefielda were shown to the
Plans
for an
additional wonderment and delight of the large
,-NISHED FOOD AHEAD OF ALL amount.
Iinp public sentiment will be made
OTHERS.
and violations �f. this very im
who visited the trnin.
drive were a lreud j then under

The- CITY MARKET

departed will be no profiteering and no tolera- entrusted to them by the
navy de·
we take this oppojtuntlOl' of slackers either in the military partment?" asked one of those \vho
Ity to express OUI' deepest appreciain
In
the
munition
looked on.
plants,
service,
tlon.
In thus benrnlllg our sorrows
The
The prompt reply from a
shipyards 01' anywhere else.
with us, they have endeared them.men \\'ho are turning out destroyers ed looking foreman was not elegant,
selves morc than ever in our hearts.
and munitions are just as brave men but left no room .for doubt.

lIBERTY

.�

Contribut." By

TN. 51'«. P.;J lor ."d

to'

our

and have to report

criminal cases, we call upon all
good people to stand firm in condemn

days:'

of

county,

our

Mr'l

sba�

Besides these, some of the best Sun
day-school workers of the state will

prohibition law, and, believing liquor
to be at the bottom of nearly all of

spection of these yards. With
builds our ships."
Daniels, Gov. McCall. the mayors of
Mr. Daniels announced that the
Boston and Quincy, and other guests, new
destroyer has been christened the
i
he arrived at Fore River early in the Bell in
honor of Rear Admiral Henry
General Manager S. W. H.
morning.
Bell, a native of North Garolina,

poke�

age.

SAM,s-roLDIERS

commanded a division of
United States fleet under Farragut in
Relief from tire troubles has been
the Civil War.
He lost his life by the dream of motorists since the
auto
drowning i� Japan in 1868.
mobile came in general use. Here it
Mr. D!lni�ls' party then visited the is.
Squantum works where a great sur
Where a few STATESBORO LADY OVERCOMES
prise awaited him.
months ago was a quagmire a few
USE OF MORPHINE.
there atanda a great shipbuilding
yard. The vi.itors were conducted
Troubled about 10 years with what
to the slips in which lay keel blocks the doctors called
gall stones, often I
only. Under the guidance of Super thought I would d,e before the doctor
intendent J. J. Nolan, a veteran ship could
get here, when he would give
stant augmenting mass of grimy ship- builder, Mr. Daniels laid the keels of
command at Camp Wheeler.
me a hypodermic of
morphine and ad
builders.
five destryers almost simultaneously vise an
operation. A neighbor told
HIGH SCHOOL WEDDING.
Mr. Danieis appeared tremendously to the cheering
accompaniment of me about Mayr's Wonderful Remedy
impre88ed, for the yards he knew the entire shipbuilding force of the for stomach troUble and
since taking
Mr. and Mrs. James June announce when last he visited had 3,500 men at yard.
the first dose two years ago I have
the
engagement and approaching work. Today it has 16,000.
Circling the plant and returning to not had an attack nor needed a
hypo
marriage of their daughter Jennie to
After
the destroyer had been the slips, where the keels had been
dermic." It is a simple, barmless pre
Mr. Tom Thumb.
The wedding will launched the shipbuilders called on laid fifty minutes
earlier, Mr. Dan paration that removes the catarrhal
take place early in May in the Clito Mr. Daniels for a speecll.
iel8 found that a transformation had mucus from
the intestinal tract and
High School auditorium.
"The most gratifying thing about I occurred, for the steel frame works
allays the inflammation whiih causes
this war," he said, "is that the bulk of five destroyers were
in
actually
practically al stomach, liver and in
CARD OF THANKS.
,
of men of nil callings have been position.
It was a remarkable ob testinal
ailments, including appendi
ready to make whatever sacrifices the ject lesson of what American ship- citis. One dose will convince
or your
To the many kind friends who ex- authorities have asked them to make.
builders are capable and Secretary
money refunded.
Sold by W. H. El
pressed so beautifully their �ympathy There has been a
hearty response by Daniels was obviously pleased.
lis
Co., druggists.-adv.
in our affliction, and who sent. such
the American people m all directions.
"WIIi Fore River and Squantum
beautiful flowers to decorate the last
"The spirit of AmerICa is that there l'ise to the tremendous responsibillty

resting place
son, Rodney,

VOL Z7-11o..

MANY LlUS LOST
MEN ARE NEEDED
BUllOCH "GOES" OVER TOP"
WHEN SHIPS COLLIDE
FOR SPECIAL WORI
WITH A WHOOP,· AND A RUSH

haV�

ht licktd"

or

Shipbuilding Cor- a dvi
VISOry comrniitt ee 0 f th e C ounci'1 0 f
\
poration at its Fore River plant and National
Defense, and the president
Squantum works. The secretary of of the building trades union is on the

,W!,keman escorted the party to the
The announcement of the marriage' slip ways.
Here waa a launching
which was withheld for several
�stand over which one of the largest
came as a pleasant
surprise to the �rPe of destroyer being turned out at
her
cut bow.
friends of !.he young people.
Mr. Fore River
At the screechlnll: of a Siren se ...
Bland is a member of Uncle Samls
l'.
fighting forces, and is stationed at �housands of workmen came pounng
Camp Wheeler. Being on a visit to out of the shops. The Fore River
friend. here for.a few days the ro- band played the "Star Spangled Ban_
mantic spirit was yielded
and the \ ner" and Mrs. Daniels gracefully disday, a great deal more Interest has young people decided to unite their Charged her office as sponsor for the
destinies without delay.
been created in his candidacy.
Mr. Bland latest of Uncle Sam's warships took
left the same day to return to his the water to the cheering of a con-

OLD FALSE TEETH WANTED
DON'T MATIER IF BROKEN

industry and the thrift
of American farms, American
factories, American shops,
American homes--the indus
try and thrift of every citizen
in the land-the industry and
thrift that invest in Liberty
Bonds-this is the sure foun
dation of American Victory.

a

upon the activities

of the

_

lows:

THE.

NO TOLERA nON OF SLACKERS

department

1918

She has "gone over the top," befol- op Georgia Diocese Episcopal Church;
the most sanguine hopes in the
and a number of others just as prom yond
We have found that considerable inent in religious affairs of the state. whirlwind drive today to complete her
intoxicating liquors are being sold in
Sunday-schools of all denomniations quota of the Liberty Loan. It ha..
,
the county, judging from what has are requested to send delegntes to been a strenuous day for the loyal
UNCLE
BACK
The convention will
been seen at places of gathering in the convention.
ones of the county, and they
FROM SERVICE IN FRANCE,
the county, but from quite a large list open with an afternoon session next
been numerous.
Loyal men have
�D SPECIAL INTEREST.
of witnesses summoned )lefore us we Tuesday, May 7th, and will close on
been on the drive. and loyal men and
Th e war re I"Ica tram, b'
have, from lack of evidence obtained. Thursday night, May 9th. The Au
emg sent
eome to the conclusion that we must gusta committee will meet all trains women have given them a hearty wel- thrnugh this section by the governBulloch
and
that
and
will
be
to
the
ment
in aid of the sale of Liberty
have been mistaken,
delegates
assigned
come.
It has been a day of enthusGounty as a whole is almost dry. The homes where they will be entertained iasm, and everybody baa helped to Banda, reached Statesboro this eve7 o'clock and the party will
at
real facts are that quite a lot of li for lodging and breakfast while at
ning
bring the flag to Bulloch county-the
spend the nijrht in the city.
quor is being sold, but general public tending the convention.
flag which IS to be bestowed to every
A party of fifteen or more soldiers
IBCntimellt is not sufficiently aroused
county who raises its quota.
who have seen service in the trenches
on the question of violations of the
the

FOUNDATION

MUST BE NO PROFITEERING AND

OF ANY KIND.
performed by Elder
reception was held
Quincy, Mass., April 20.-It took
at which were p(.esent a large number
less a person than Josephus Dan
of friends of the contracting parties.
,no
After the reception Mr. and Mrs. Ken- leis himself to pry off today the lid
nedy left in a car for Dover, where of secrecy which upon the declarathey took the train for New Orleans tion of war was
clamped down by the

specialist in charge

to serve at the April term, North Avenue Presbyterian Sunday
1918, of the court, beg leave to re school; Dr. O. F. Cook, Savannah,
port that we have made diligent ef Presiding Elder Savannah District
fort in our investigations as to viola South Georgia Methodist Conference;
tions of la .. and general conditions in Rt. Rev. F. F. Reese, Savannah, Bish
1IW0rn

is stationed

SfCRHARY DANlfL� AT
LAUNCHING OF DfSTROYfR

navy

THURSDAY, 'MAY 2,

We'l

•

Brady, who

•

STATESBORO, GA..,

1917.

also take part on the program. In
CONVINCED (1) FROM EVIDENCE
cluded among them are Prof. 'H, H.
THAT COUNTY IS PRACTICAL
Harris, Professor of Religious Peda
LY FREE FROM LIQUOR.
gogy, Emory University; Dr. Marion
the grand jury chosen and McH. Hull, Atlanta, Superintendent IN WHIRLWIND DRIVE, COUNTY'S QUOTA OF Ut9,OOO IS EASILY

"

Willie Elizabeth will spend the
week-end with relatives in Savannah.
Mr. Remer

J.aaaJ7 22,

conferenees dealing with the work
with children up to twelve years of

_..,

time.

Mrs, J. F. Smith and little

*

C ..... oIW.ted

will be the

FULL' PRESENTMENTS
APRIL GRAND JURY

home.

was

a'(��_t.\

hours.
Besides his parents and a number
0' brothers and sisters, deceased i.

;pe�t a;

in

at 7

Friday after
noon
at a sanitarium in Savannah,
following on illness of only a few
Saturday afternoon. Deceased was days. The body was brought to this
John
An
a daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
city for interment, and was buried in vin Atlanta.
After a short bridal trip, they 'will
derson of the Sinkhole district. Be Eust Side cemetery Saturday after
return to Savannah to make their
tildes her husband, she is survived by noon.
Before her marriage, the deceased home.
her parents and a number of brothers
was Miss Emma Gould,
daughter of
',"
Mrs. Lillie Gould of this place.
She
McDOUGALD-BLAND,
BROOKS AKINS.

days

119Z'}

MI'. and Mrs. Jim Bennett and chil-

o'clock last evening, "/US an ev.ent of
extreme interest. Following th[cere_

MRs,. EMMA McPHERSON.

short illness, Mrs. J.

Wright left Wednesday

relatives here

ents, Mr. and Mrs. S. F. Olliff,

Wm. H. Crouse,

After

ten

Banoclo Tim •• , Elt.IoU.hed Jul,.,
Stat .. boro N." .. Elt'lo M.rch, 1900,

•

to his duties

with the naval

•

at the home of the bride's par

nah,

Denmark died Friday evening at the
family home in Statesboro. The bur
ial was at Lower Lotts Creek church

Paul

return

days.

lind Mr. John G.

CoDtro.ul.d

C. M. CAlL l&l COMPANY
MRS. J. A. DENMARK,.

returned af-

OLLIFF-KENNEDY.

I,,'() •.rt I"

Thl. ,..... P.ld

Mr.

"

W. Brannen, of spent the past week-end visiting here.

visiting

arc

of

*
*
•
dren, of Savannah, spent last week
Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Arden, of Sa- end as the guests of Mrs. Gus Ed
vannah, are ,the guests of Mr. and wards.
*
*
*
Mrs. D. D. Arden.
Mrs. Edna Barfield and little daugh*
•
*
Mr. Edler Could, a member of the tel', Fannie Lee, of
Americus, are VlS
naval forces, has been spending a few iting"er parents, Dr. and Mrs. T. F.
Brannen.
days with home folks.

And remember-

now.

•

Savannah,

back to you, with interest, at a time
when you may need it far more than

do

T. Smith has

and Mrs.

•

ter

VISit of several weeks ut White

a

Mr.

country. You are
making the safest investment in the
world, and your money will come

you

visit of several weeks

a

Springs, Flu.

to your

money

re-

Atlanta.
Mr. W.

you invest your money in

WHEN
Liberty Bonds

have

*.

FEATHER
YOUR NEST

*

NE'W"S

AND

days.

•

Parker,

A.

Waycro,""
visited his brother, Mr. W. C. Parker, during the past week.

J:YI�er� of Millen, is th"l!- after

guest of her daughter, Mrs. A. A.

few

a

•

Judge T.

to

IIfrs. Carrie

m

Donehoo, for

Ala.;

.•

from the house at the

•

The destruction of
distance of thirty-fin'

tiinber for
or

fortr

be the heavieat
known in this part of the state.
service haa not yet been restored,
it is probable that further aarDage
be reported when this Is done.
is

reported

to

..

WARNING.

All trespassing on the Frank Ra
they
give yau and Hattie Rawls place ia prohibl
and
Some
I Anyone fishing. huntinlr or In
important positions cbanged and Frank B. McElveen.
gooda cheaper than other mills.
"fOrk with the teen-age bgys
Wb .... pinl CoD,b.
hands and were finally left In our posThe list of colored men, to I�ave will apprceiate the patronage of my way tresp888ln� will h_� jlroaecut!Mt
girls; Mrs. M. J. Baldwin, Chic go, • Give Chamberlain's
friends and the public in Relleral
J. N. SHEAROUSl!I.
Cough Remedy session. Further
of
the
In
Roeast
of
for
not
north,
Camp Gordon, has
Elementary Guperintendent
Tuesday
to keep the cough loose and expector
C. W. ENNEIS.
C. B. GRINEB.
(Continued on paeo 4).
ternational Sunday-school Aasociatio� ation euy. It, Ia excellent.
)let been completed.
(Bnov8D!,"C)
(21.mar4top)
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